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AB'ST'RACT
An analytical study of steady radiative heat transfer for a sim-
ple system of radiatively interacting opaque surfaces separated by
a radiatively transparent medium a.s presented. Basic principles of
radiative transfer are emplo yed to formulate radiative heat transfer
for identical, uniform property adjoins plates uniformly irradiated
by a collimated radiative flux. The formulation accounts for direc-
tional and wavelength dependence of surface properties. The govern-
ing equations simplify when bidirectional reflectance may be expressed
as the sum of direction dependent specul:ar and scattered components
and/or the spectral variation of properties may be approximated by
a semi--gray, model. Numerical results for local and overall heat trans-
fer were obtained in the absence of external radiative flux and tem-
perature distributions were evaluated for radiatively adiabatic aur-
faces in the presence of a solar flux. Heat transfer and equilibrium
temperature cp?,ulations employed bidirectional reflectance models
representative of rough metal surfaces and coated surfaces as well
as property models incorporating much less detail.
Local, and overall heat transfer results for equal temperature,
identical property adjoint plates in the absence of an external radia-
tion flux support the following conclusions. First, the directional
dependence of surface properties significantly influences local radi-
ant heat transfer for low and high emittance materials at surface ele-
ments where radiant interaction is high and major contributions to lo-
cal irradiation are from energy incident at large angle of incidence.
These effects are essentially independent of the spatial distribution
4_
J
rof reflected radiation and are unimportant insofar as overall heat
transfer is concerned. Second, radiant heat transfer between rough
surfaces differs only sligbt:l.y from that predicted ry a directional
property analysis employing a specular reflection model. Third, heat
trar..^fer results using an approximate rough surface property model
were correlated with those calculated using directional property analy-
sis by basing the apportionment of reflected radiation between specu-
lar and diffuse components on optical. roughness of the surface. Fourth,j a dielectric coating on a diffusely reflecting substra_e can signifi-
cantly alter radiant heat transfer. Analysis using an approximate
reflectance model for the coated surface which accurate ly accounts
for the directional: dependence of spec:u:axly reflected radiation gave
excellent agreement with the heat transfer results using the more
detailed coated surface bidirectional reflectance model.
Equilibrium temperature distributions for identical property,
. Y perpendicular adjoint plates which are specularly reflecting to sur-
:3
i	 face emitted radiation demonstrated that the spatial distribution
A
of reflected solar radiation strongly affects local temperature.
Surface roughness on materials of low to intermediate values of so-
lar absorptance significantly influenced local temperature, particu-
larly at surface elements where radiant interaction was weak. For
the values selected for the surface roughness parameters, analysis
negle-cting directional property effects and employing a diffuse re-
flection model for solar energy generally gave acceptable t emperature
results.
J,
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element of surface area, ft 
dA	 differential element of surface area, ft 
a	 correlat ion length , tam
a,b	 dimensionless distances on plates
B,B,G,H,H	 geometrical functions, dimensionless
E	 emissive power, Btu/'hr-ft2
FF	 diffuse angle factor, dimensionless
fsp'X	 monochromatic specular reflectance for a perfectly
conducting randomly rough material, dimensionless
fbd,s,x	 scattered component of spectral b.Hirectional reflec-tance for a perfectly conducting randomly rough material,
(steradians)`l
f	 scattered component of bidirectional reflectance for abd,s	 perfectly conducting randomly rough material of large
optical roughness, (steradians)-1
FsgX	 fraction of incident energy which is s%cattered by a per-
fectly conducting material, dimensionless
'k, 2	functions -defined by Eqs. (4.3.4.6) and (4.3.4.7)
HX (n,e,o)	 dimensionless spectral scattered radiant intensity,
H^Cn,04) = [I+s
	 b jX
H(n,e t o)
	
dimensionless scattered radiant intensity,
Ht (n,6,o)	 dimensionless scattered intensity of thermal radiation,
Ht(n,9M = [I+tes(n:090)1/ S
H*(n 5,8,0)	 dimensionless scattered intensity of solar radiation,
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I+ ,r	 intensity of emergent and incident radiation,
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I+	 ^	 spectral. radiant intensity in a specular reflection,, s
p ''	 Btu/hr_ft2_Vm-steradians
k	 absorption index, dimensionless
•3
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}G^
K,KY ,K2Y ,K3Y geometry kernels, ft-2
L plate ,length, ft
m rms surface profile slope, dimensionless
M summation index, dimensionless
n refractive index, dimensionless
-r
t► outward up it no"mal vector., dimensionless
P(x),Q(y,Z) points on the lower and upper plates, dimensionless
q local radiant heat flux, Btu./hr-ft2
q local absorbed solar flux, Btu/hr-ft2
Q ovex all radiant heat transfer per unit width, r - _../hr-ft
dimensionless local a so.rhAd solar flux,
	
(q	 )/Sa so
r speculari ty ratio, dimensioniess
s'.p
R ratio of energy reflected into specular solid angle to that
s p
reflected throughout hemispherical space, dimensionless
RK general radiation property function
geometry averaged general radiation property function
S solar flux, Btu/hr-ft2
fJ solar intens3ty in a specular reflection, Btu/hr-ft 2_sip s teradians
T absolute temperature, OR
x,x,y,z,z spatial coordinates on plate surfaces, ft
a absorptance, dimensionless
al ,a2 ,a,3 angles defined by Eqs. 	 (4.3.4.3)-(4,3.4.5), radians
Y included angle between plates, degrees
6 Dirac	 delta function, dimensionless
E emittan.ce, dimensionless
dimensionless_ d3 stances on plate, C = z/L, C = z/L,
n = x/L, = Z/.L, & = y/L
polar angles of emergent and incident radiation, radians1.
r1
z
..K
' ,,;'	 ;
'p'3Y 
polar angles for incident radiation defined by
P ' , P '2y 	 Eq. (A-4), radians
^QSY;0Q,2Y'@Q,3Y polar angles for amp rgent radiation defined byEq. (A-5), radians
polar angle of incidence for energy specularly re-
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O f
so	
polar angle of directly incident solar radiation,
radians
91, 12, 62	 polar angles for specular reflections, radians
40 dimensionless equilibrium temperature, 0 = (QT )/S
a	 radiation wavelength, pm
ac
	characteristic radiation wavelength, um
P	 reflect ance, dimensionless
pbd	 bidirectional reflectance, (steradians)-1
phd S A	 scattered component of spectral bidirectional re- 1
	
' '	 flentance for large optical roughness, (steradians)-
PF c ,p, c	 Fresnel refle ctance of air- coating interface for radia-
'	 '	 tion incident from the exterior and interior of the
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pSp	 specular reflectance, dimensionless
o'	 rms roughness height, PM
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Btu/hr t 2 _OR 4
T O	 optical thickness, dimensionless
I t o,	 azimuthal angle of emergent and incident radiation,
radians
OQVY'IQj2Y'0MY az m thal angeradianss f 	
emergent radiation defined by
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dw"Of	 small solid angles for emergent and incident radiation,
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dw,dw'	 differential solid angles for emergent and incident ra-
diation, steradians
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1. INTRODUCTION
The transfer of energy by thermal radiation is an important mechan-
ism in a growing number of contemporary engineering systems. Among them
are devices for infrared surveillance, solar energy collectors, storage
systems for liquids at cryrogenic temperatures, and spacecraft. Space-
craft thermal design requires accurate control of internal vehicle tem-
peratures to insure efficient operation of sensitive electronic equip-
ment. For manned spacecraft reliable and accurate temperature control
can be even more critical. Internal space vehicle temperatures are d^e-
termined by internal energy dissipation rates, external surface temper-
atures, and the interchange of thermal radiation between external. sur-
faces and the space environment. Hence, there is considerable interest
in evaluating and improving analytical methods for predicting radiant
heat exchange between engineering materials in a space environment.
Radiative energy transfer between opaque materials depends on the
external environment as well as the geometrical arrangement and the
thermal radiation properties of the interacting surfaces. The surface
property information required for radiative transfer analysis is de-
termined by the level of detail empl.•, -.„ in analysis. Until recently,
radiant exchange calculations were made using surface property models
which essentially specify only the magnitude of radiant energy emitted,
absorbed, and reflected by a su-face. To achieve more accurate pre-
diction of radiant heat transfer, more detailed knowledge of the emis-	 1
sion and reflection characteristics of the participating sur.aces is
required. In particular, the spatial and spectral distribution, as
well as the state of polarization of emitted radiation and the depend-
ence of the magnitude and spatial distribution of reflected energy on
r2
wavelength, polarization and direction of incident radiation, can each
influence radiative transfer. Unfortunately, such complete property
-information is generally not available and is expensive to obtain.
Wavelength, polarization and directional characteristics of a perfect
surface; that is, a surface which is plane, homogeneous, and physically,
as well as chemically, untcontaminate.d, are completely determined by *he
optical properties refractive index and absorption index of the materi-
al. However, engineering materials generally cannot be considered per-
feet surfaces, and it is necessary to also consider topographical, chemi-
cal and physical surface characteristics. Each of these characteristics
influences the wavelength, polarization, and directional dependence of
surface radiation properties. Comparatively little work has been re-
ported to evaluate the importance of these real surface characteristics
on radiant heat transfer, and this is the general objective of this re-
search. Simultaneous investigation of all real surface characteristics
is extremely complicated, and it is more practical to isolate an indi-
vidual factor and study its effect.
The primary objective of this research is evaluation of surface
topography effects on radiant heat transfer. In addition, the influence
of direction dependent properties due to a dielectric coating on a thick
substrate is investigated. A further goal is an assessment of the ac-
curacy attainable with analysis using simple radiation property models
To achieve the stated objectives the fundamental equations of radi-
ative transfer are applied to a simple system of radiatively interacting
surfaces. Using detailed direction and wavelength dependent property
models representative of engineering materials, the governing equations
are evaluated to obtain numerical results for radiative transfer rates.
^i
3
. These results are then compared to those obtained with analysis using
5
less detailed property models. 	 Interpretation of the results is di-
rected to establishing the magnitude of real surface property effects
on radiant transfer and the accuracy attainable with simplified proper-
ty models.	 This information should provide valuable direction for ra-
diation property measurement programs which must supply the necessary
data for thermal design calculations.
In Chapter 2, literature relevant to this research is reviewed.
The system of interacting surfaces and the external environment se-
lected for study are described in Chapter 3. 	 In Chapter 4, radiation
} property models used in this study are discussed. 	 Radiant heat trans-
fer and equilibrium temperature distributions are presented and in-
terpreted in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.	 A summary of import&nt
conclusions and a brief discussion of recommended extensions of this
study are given in Chapter 7. 	 Finally, in APPENDICES A and B. re-
8
spectively, details of the mathematical formulation and numerical me-
thods; are discussed.
0r
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Literature relevant to this research is reviewed in two main parts.
In Section 2.2, surface property models commonly used in radiative heat
transfer are critically examined in view of experimental and theoretical
property studies. Available information concerning the influence of sur-
face roughness on radiative properties is also examined.. In Section 2.3,
the observed influence of spectral, directional and polarization proper-
ty dependence on radiative heat transfer is summarized.
Throughout this survey radiation properties are considered total
properties (integrated over all wavelengths) unless otherwise desig-
nated. For brevity, the abbreviation BD'R is used for bidirectional re-
fle-etance .
2.2 THERMAL RADIATION SURFACE PROPERTIES
2.2.1 Common Property Models
Most radiative heat transfer analysis is based on the as-
sumpt.ion that surface properties are independent of polarization, wave-
length, and direction. In particular, emission is usually considered
diffuse and reflection either diffuse or specular. The use of these
simple property models is motivated by several factors of which the
Following are probably the most important. First, precise accounting
for directional, spectral and polarization dependence of surface proper-
ties severely complicates radiative heat transfer analysis. Second,
the detailed property information required to refine calculation
5procedures has only recently started to become available. Several
property models have been deve -,ped which essentially retain the com-
putational simplicity provided by -imple property models and partially
compensate for observed characteristics of engineering surfaces.
Radiation properties of many materials are very different for radi-
ation in the visible and infrared portions of the spectrum. This fact
seriously impairs the accuracy of gray (wavelength independent) property
radiative transfer analysis when solar radiation is present. Bob:co G13t
proposed a semi-gray property model to overcome this difficulty. It was
suggested that radiative energy transfer in the infrared and solar spec-
teal bands be considered separately, and within each spectral interval
gray property models be used. Discussion by Hering C21 provided justift-
cation for this semi-gray. model.
S-eban, in discussion appenued to [ 31, suggested a reflection model
which expressed hemispherical reflectance as the sum of direction inde-
pendent specular and diffuse components. Sparrow and Lin C4] developed
methods of analysis incorporating this model for diffusely emitting,
gray. materials. Hering [21 generalized this analysis to include the
semi-gray, spectral model and extended its application to systems irradi-
ated by an external radiant source. The semi-gray, diffuse emission;
specular plus diffuse reflection model is particularly attractive be-
cause it yields relatively simple and general expressions for radiant
heat transfer and includes both diffuse and specular reflection as
limiting cases.
Ample experimental and theoretical evidence is available which
demonstrates that the radiation properties of metallic engineering
Numbers in bracJcets refer to entries-in FEEMRENCES.
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surfaces are not accurately represented by the simple models mentioned
above. Some of this evidence is summarized in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.2 Surface Roughness Effects on Radiation Properties
2.2.2.1 Introduction
In this section literature concerned with surface
roughness effects on thermal radiation properties of surfaces is reviewed.
It will become evident that present knowledge of roughness effects is
qualitative in many respects. A major reason for this situation is that
important topographical characteristics of engineering surfaces have not
yet been clearly established. Early radiation property data were, at
most, accompanied by concise descriptions of sample surface character-
istics based simply on visual observation. Recently, attempts have been
made to report some quantitative measures of surface condition. Fre--
"4
	
	 quently, rms (root-mean-square) roughness height ameasured with a me-
chanical stylus is reported. Few investigators have reported an ad-Y	 P	 g	 P	 Y
ditional measure of surface topography [5,6].
For convenience, the term optical roughness is introduced to denote
the ratio a/X, where a is a aharacteristi.c radiation wavelength. Data
concerned with surface roughness effects on radiation properties are con-
veniently organized in terms of two major optical roughness ranges. The
two are termed small and large optical roughness, and denote values of
optical roughness much less and considerably greater than unity, re-
spectively. The designations small and large optical roughness are used
in this context throughout this research.
r.
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The dependence of reflectance of a perfect surface on
direction, wavelength, and polarization of incident energy is described
by electromagnetic theory in terms of wavelength dependent material
optical indices. A pencil of radiant energy within a small solid angle
incident on a perfect surface is specularly reflected; that is, the re-
fleeted energy lies in the plane of incidence with identical polar
angles of incidence and reflection as well as solid angles of transfer.
Roughening of an initially smooth surface is known to reduce re-
flectance. The decrease in reflectance is attributed to changes in the
optical indices of the surface material (surface damage) and to multiple
reflections (cavity effect) within surface asperities. Quantitative in-
vestigation of these phenomena was the objective of several recent pub-
lications [7-14].
Edwards and Catton [7] mea — red the near--normal reflectance of
aluminum, titanium, and stainless steel samples which had undergone com-
mon surface finishing operations. They concluded that surface damage
was the major cause of the reduction in reflectance at small optical
roughness values. Topography effects were of major importance only, for
sandblasted surfaces. Bennett [81 also demonstrated the influence of
surface damage on reflectance. Normal reflectance of electropolished
and mechanically polished copper samples was measured. The mechanically
polished sample exhibited lower reflectance values than that of the un-
damaged electropolished sample in the 0.3-32 micron (um) spectral range.
The largest reductions occurred at short wavelengths (0.9-0.6 at
X = 0.6 um) with smaller but measurable differences observed in tha
1
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infrared (0.99 10-0.985 at X = 10.0 um). A summary of literature relevant
to surface damage effects on optical indices is available [12].
Data which contradict the conclusion that topographical effects on
reflectance are unimportant for small optical roughness were reported
by Birkebak, et al. [9]. Four roughened glass substrates with rms
roughness height values between 0.58 and 2.0 pm were successively coated
with vacuum-deposited, opaque layers of aluminum, gold, and platinum.
After each coating was applied, spectral reflectance for near normal
illumination was measured. Data for the three materials were correlated
within a few percent by plotting the ratio of rough sample reflectance
to the reflectance of an optically smooth sample of the same material
versus optical roughness. The reflectance ratio decreased rapidly with
increasing optical roughness between 0.0 and 0.2 indicating that for
small optical roughness surface topography is an important factor. Re-
flectance data for nickel, however, were in poor agreement with those
for the roughened surfaces coated with aluminum, gold, and platinum.
This was attributed to a condition of unusually high surface stress in
the rough nickel samples.
Ample evidence of the importance of topographical effects on re-
flectance for large optical roughness is available [15,16] and is not
discussed here.
In summary, detailed knowledge of roughness effects on reflectance
is lacking. Much of the available data are not accompanied by quanti-
tative description of surface condition. Surface topography has been
established as an important factor for large optical roughness. For
small optical roughness, however, its importance relative to that of
surface damage is uncertain due to contradictory data.
•a,
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2.2.2.3 Emittance
The state of polarization and spatial distribution of
radiation emitted by a perfect surface are available frcm the Fresnel
expressions in terms of the wavelength dependent ma er_ al optical in—
dices, Surface roughness, however, is one of the char -a-c%. ri:stics which
contributes to discrepancies between the emittance & a perfect and an
engineering surface.
The influence of surface roughness on emittance was the subjeet of
several investigations [ 5 9 7 5 8 9 17 918,19]. Rolling f!) raparted that
E
roughness did not produce an appreciable increase in hemispWrical emit-
Lance of :anealed platinum samples with rms roughness heights hetween
0.7 and 2.4 pm for sample temperatures between 865°K and 15400. Al-
	
i
E
though hemispherical emittance was not significantly increased, even
1
slightly rough surfaces exhibited significant changes in the spatial dis-
tribution of emitted energy. Several investigators 0 ,7,87 reported that
normal emittance is only slightly increased by roughness until the cavity
effect becomes important. However, measurements by Rolling [51 as wee.
as Edwards and Catton C71 demonstrated that directional emittance of
rough metal surfaces increases more rapidly with -increasing polar angle
of emission up to about 70 0 than that for a pey Q ct surface of the sama
material. For larger emission angles, roughness tended to reduce emit-
tance in comparison to that of a perfect surface. Thus, a slow trans.-
ition toward diffuse emission was observed as surface roughness in-
creased. This trend was more pronounced at short wavelengths.
Rolling's comprehenaive study C5) on platinum also provided infor-
mation concerning the influence of roughness on the spectral and
Y10
temperature dependence of the polarized components of directional emit-
Lance. Roughness reduced spectral dependence of emittance, although
this factor remained significant for the roughness range considered.
	 i
The dependence of emittance on temperature was essentially eliminated
by roughening the surface. The parallel polarized component of emitted
energy was dominant, especially for moderate to large emission angles.
In addition, the influence of roughness on directional emittance was
due primarily to changes in the parallel polariz:d component of emitted
energy.
The complex analysis required to evaluate emittance of rough metal
surfaces makes theoretical prediction difficult. Limited success has
been achieved., however, in predicting hemispherical emittance of very
rough surfaces [20-231 with simple surface contours. Experimental
studies have established that, if surface topography does not yield ap-
preciable multiple reflections within roughness asperities, and it the
material optical indices are not significantly changed by surface dam-
age, then hemispherical emittance of a rough sample does not differ ap-
preciably from that for a perfect surface of the same material. On the
i
f
other hand, directional emittance, especially the parallel polarized
component of emitted energy, is sensitive evan to slight surface ro.ugh-
ness. With increas.-z.g optical roughness, surfaces tend toward diffuse
emitters. When roughness increases to the point where multiple reflec-
tions are significant, the cavity effect increases hemispherical emit-
tance in comparison to a perfect surface with identical material proper-
ties.
i
i
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2.2.2.4 Bidirectional Reflectance
The influence of surface topography on the spatial
distribution of radiation reflected by a material is complicated, and
experimental studies require an enormous amount of data. Most investi-
gators reduced the experimental task by observing energy reflected in a
single direction which was usually the specular direction [89,10,24-291.
However, in the literature dealing with radar transmission and communi-
cation, it is common to measure radiation reflected back to the trans-
matter, that is, in the backscattering direction. Several investigators
[.'x.3,30-3 ,91 reported BDR data for rough metal samples. Of these studies,
only a few [ 13 , 30 , 32 , 38 ] reported data out of the plane of incidence.
Many of the trends exhibited by detailed measurements of the spa-
tial distribution of reflected radiation can be inferred from specular
reflectance measurements to which attention is now directed. For small
optical roughness,, measurements [ 24,2'5 ,2`7 , 28 , 3!0 , 38 ] support several con-
clusions. First., the specular reflectance of a surface with prescribed
rms roughness height increases when the polar angle of incidence or the
wavelength of incident radiation is increased. Furthermore, increasing
rms roughness height, for fixed direction and wavelength of incident
radiation, reduces specular reflectance. For prescribed direction of
illumination, the specular,  reflectance for several materials was corre-
lated [3`01 with a single curve by plotting the ratio of rough surface
specular reflectance to that of a sample of the same material with an
optically smooth surface versus optical roughness. It should be noted
that this correlation has been substantiated only for near -normal and
near-grazing illumination.
6r
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roughness effects on specular reflectance for large optical rough-
ness has not yet been clearly established because of the lack of suffici-
ent data. Toperets' [2'6] spe ,cular reflectance data for two alum n :-zed
ground glass samples indicated that specular reflectance decreased with
increasing wavelength and angle of illumination. In addition, specular
reflectance increased with increasing roughness for fixed direction and
wavelength of incident radiation. These trends are contrary to those
observed for small optical roughness values. Toperets qualitatively
explained these results in terms of geometrical optics and diffraction
effects.
Torrance, Sparrow, and Birkebak [3.1] measured the polarization of
energy reflected in the specular direction for several aluminized
ground glass samples illuminated with unpolarized light. They concluded
that for large optical roughness the perpendicularly polarized component
of reflected radiation was slightly larger than the parallel component.
The degree of polarization varied with rms roughness height and polar
angle of incidence. Surface roughness increased the degree of polari-
zation compared to that for a smooth sample, but the increase was not
monotonic with increasing rmq roughness height. Finally, the degree of
polarization for each sample was greatest when the angle of incidence
was near the Brewster angle.
Detailed bidirectional reflectance data were reported by Birkebak
[30,3,8] for nickel and aluminized ground glass s-amples illuminated at a
100
 angle of incidence. Several general conclusions were reported. As
optical roughness approached zero the reflected radiation concentrated
about the specular direction and approached the distribution peculiar
to the speicular reflection limit. For optical roughness values near
N	 I
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unity and near-normal illumination, the spatial distribution of re-
fleeted radiation approached the diffuse limit. The transition from
specular to diffuse reflection occurred rapidly in the range of optical
roughness values between approximately 0.05 and 0.4. The data of
Torrance and Sparrow [36], Herold and Edwards [13], and Love and
Francis [321 support these conclusions for small optical roughness values
and near-normal illumination. In addition, these studies provided in-
formation concerning the influence of incidence angle. For small opti-
cal roughness values, an increase in the incidence angle increased the
specularity of the surface. For intermediate values of optical rough--
Y
ness and a limited range of directions for incident energy (45-60 degrees)
the reflected radiant intensity did not peak in the specular direction,
but attained a maximum at reflection angles greater than the specular
angle. This phenomenon was extensively studied by Torrance and Sparrow
[361 and called off-specular peaking. Further increase in angle of in-
cirience gave nearly specular reflection. For large optical roughness
and near-normal illumination, the spatial distribution of reflected in-
tensity was nearly diffuse and insensitive to further increases in op-
tical roughness [13 9 30,32,36]. With increasing incidence angle, how-
ever, off-specular peaks were observed. For prescribed optical rough-
nests, the ratio of maximum reflected radiant intensity to reflected in-
tensity in the specular direction increased with increasing incidence
angle up to 7'5 degrees. Similarly, the angular shift from. the specular
direction of the maximum inten6ity'increased with increasing angle of
incidence. Torrance, Sparrow, and Birkebak [311 investigated this phe-
nomenon by measuring the degree of polarization of radiation reflected
in the plane of incidence for aluminized ground glass samples
r•
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illuminated with uznpolarized light at selected angles of incidence be-
tween 10 and 87 degrees. They concluded that reflected radiation was
significantly polarized only for polar angles of reflection near to and
greater than the angle of illumination, and polarization generally in-
creased with increasing angle of incidence. The perpendicularly polari-
zed component of reflected intensity was larger than the parallel com-
ponent, and both were characterized by off-specular.  peaks. Furthermore,
both polarized components were influenced by surface roughness. in con-
trast, it is interesting to note that Rolling [51 reported a dominance
of the parallel polariied component of radiation for emitted energy, and
that the primary influence of roughness was to change this component.
Attempts to predict the spatial distribution of radiation reflected
by rough engineering materials have had limited success. The physical
factors that must be considered generally may be characterized according
to the magnitude of optical roughness. For small and intermediate op-
tical roughness values, diffraction and interference effects strongly
influence scattering of incident radiation. Theoretical analysis of re-
flection for this range of optical roughness requires consideration of
such phenomena. On the other hand, for large optical roughness values
diffraction and interference effects are small and the methods of geo-
metrical optics are employed to predict reflectance.
Many investigators have studied diffraction effects on the spatial
distribution of reflected radiation. An excellent summary of relevant
literature was given by Beckmann and Sp.izzichino [401. Many diffraction
theory analyses of reflection are limited to simple surface contours,
such as periodically-rough surfaces. Only a few theoretical investi-
gations have been conducted for surface contours as complicated as
11.5
those commonly found on engineering materials. Models developed by
Beckmann [40] and Davies [41] were evaluated by Houchens and Hering [42]
to determine whether these BDR expressions were applicable to common
engineering materials. It was shown that Beckman's model provided rea-
sonably good agreement with limited available BDR data for metal samples
and small optical roughness values. The salient features and limitations
of Beckman 's results are briefly discussed here, deferring details of
the model to later.
Beckma.-n applied scalar Helmholtz-Kirchhoff diffraction theory [43]
to exar-I a reflection of plane, monochromatic waves from a perfect
electrical conductor. he limitation to infinitely conducting media i
1i
eliminated energy absorption. Basically, the model describes the in-
fluence of surface topography on the spatial distribution of reflected
radiation. The surface contour was considered isotropic and gcnerated
by a continuous, stationary random proees°s. The two-dimensional dis-
tribution function was Gaussian with Gaussian autocorrelation coefficient.
Surface contour was further restricted to conditions for which shadowing
by and multiple reflections between neighboring roughness elements were
negligible. Polarization of incident and reflected radiation was not
considered. The model described BDR in terms of the characteristic
roughness parameters, optical roughness Q/X and rms surface profile
slope M.
Torrance [44] proposed a BDR model based on geometrical optics. He
considered an isotropic surface constructed of randomly oriented mirror-
like facets, which were large compared to the wavelength of incident
radiation. Angles between local surface normals and the mean surface
normal were normally distributed. Reflected radiation leaving the
r
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surface was described by the sum of a specular and a diffuse component.
Furthermore, any ray incurring more than one reflection within a surface
cavity was included in the diffuse BDR component. Hence, the s.pecu.lar
BDR component accounted only for once-reflected rays. Torrance demon-
strated qualitative agreement of theory with experiment for BDR data for
very rough samples of both conducting and nonconducting materials.
2.2.2.5 Summary of Radiation Property Investigations
The investigations of radiation properties reviewed
in this section reveal the following important points:
(1) The thermal radiation properties of metal surfaces are
strongly influenced by surface roughness.
(2) Experimental and theoretical information is generally insuf-
ficient to completely define the influence of surface rough-
ness on directional emittance, ab:sorptance, and reflectance.
However, for small optical roughness, these properties are
influenced less by roughness than is the spatial distribution
of reflected energy (B-DR) .
(3) For large optical roughness values, diffuse reflection is ob-
served only for near normal incidence. Energy incident at
moderate to large angles of incidence exhibits off-specular
peaks in the intensity of reflected energy.
{4) Some theoretical BDR models have been examined for their ap-
licability to engineering materials and found representative
of available data.
2.3 RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
2. 3, 1 Introduction
In this section results illustrating the influence of spec-
teal, directional, and polarization dependence of radiation properties
on radiative heat transfer are reviewed. It should be emphasized that
JO
radiation properties exhibit directiorTal dependence in two forms. First,
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emittance varies with the direction of emitted radiation. Similarly,
absorptance and directional reflectance depend on the direction of in-
	 f
cident radiation. This variation of emittance, absorptance and re-
flectance with direction is referred to as angular property dependence.
Second, reflectance exhibits directional dependence due to the variation
of the spatial distribution of reflected radiation with direction of
incident energy.
Many of the studies reviewed share common characteristics; thus, it
is convenient to enumerate these here with the understanding that ex-
ceptions will be noted. Reported results are for systems of plane sur-
faces with uniform properties and specified uniform temperatures.
Generally, properties are considered wavelength independent (gray) and
polarization effects are ignored.
2.3.2 Spectral Effects
Errors associated with the gray property model have been il-
lustrated by several authors. Goodman [45] couiputed net radian: heat
exchange over a wide range of temperature and temperature difference for
infinite parallel plates of Inconel and aluminum for which spectral
property data was available. Emission and reflection were considered
diffuse. Comparison of heat transfer results including detailed spec-
tral dependence with similar results employing gray analysis revealed
that the gray, property model introduced errors dependent on material
and surface temperature. Errors in net heat exchange of 29 and 17 per-
cent of the non-gray values were observed for Inconel and aluminum, re-
spectively.. Branstetter [461 studied the same system with polished
molybdenum, tamtalum and tungsten plates and reported that errors Ming
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1gray, analysis for these materials were very large. Holt, Grosh and
Geynet [47] also evaluated net heat exchange between non-gray, infinite,
parallel plates. Plate materials were considered optically smooth with
spectral and angular dependent radiation properties calculated from
electromagnetic theory. Net radiant exchange value's obtained using
variable property analysis were in all cases greater than results from
gray, angular independent property analysis. Discrepancies in net radi-
ant exchange as large as a factor of two were observed between the two
methods of analysis. Since both spectral and angular property depend-
encies were included, it was not possible to assess the influence of
each factor separately.
Plamondon and Landram [48] investigated the accuracy of analysis
employing the semi-gray property model for predicting the equilib=rium
temperature distribution on semi- infinite, adjoint plates exposed to a
collimated solar source. Plate materials considered were polished alu-
minum and PV-100 white + black paint. All radiation properties were
considered diffuse. For the materials and geometry investigated, semi-
gray analysis gave equilibrium temperatures in excellent agreement with
those in which detailed spectral property dependence was included.
2.3.3 Angular Dependent Property Effects
Hering [49] provided specific information noracern.ing the in-
fluence of angular dependent properties on radiant heat transfer. Local
and overall heat loss was evaluated for semi-infinite, spe:cularly re-
flecting, adjoint plates with angular dependent properties evaluated
from the expressions of electromagnetic theory. Three angular dependent
property models were considered by selecting three distinct optical
r.
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index pairs (n,k) which corresponded to hemispherical emittance values
of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9. Various plate material combinations, surface
temperatures, and .included angles between the plates were considered.
The influence of angular dependent properties on heat transfer was a
function of all these parameters, but in each case the major effect was
on local heat flux at the apex. Hering concluded that for engineering
purposes the effect on overall heat transfer of the angular , property de-
pendence of specularly, reflecting surfaces was unimportant for the con-
ditions and system investigated. However, discrepancies of greater than
a factor of two were observed between local heat transfer rates calcu-
lated employing angular dependent and angular independent property
models.
Toor and Viskanta [501 used the Monte Carlo method to evaluate
radiant exchange between simply arranged specularly reflecting surfaces
with angular dependent properties identical to those selected by Hering.
The effect of angular dependent properties for the selected configurations
was essentially the same as observed by Hering for the adjoint plate
system. The angular dependence of emittance was suggested as more im-
portant than that of reflectance.
Schornhorst and Viskanta 0511 examined the influence of angular de-
pendent properties as described by electromagnetic theory for smooth
electrical conductors. The system studied was semi-infinite parallel
plates, and the spatial distribution of reflected energy was taken as
either specular, or diffuse. It was concluded that the influence of angu-
lar property dependence was much greater for specular reflection than
for diffuse reflection.
Bevans and Edwards [521 investigated the influence of directional.
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emittance as predicted by electromagnetic theory on overall heat loss
from semi--infinite parallel metal plates which were s,pecul.ar reflectors
with normal e.aittance of 0.1. It was demonstrated that if the surfaces
were considered diffuse emitters, predicted heat loss was 35 percent
low-cr than that calculated using the directional property values.
Treat [53] evaluated overall heat loss for pairs of finite, square
surfaces arranged in either parallel or oblique configurations. Plates
were considered to have angular dependent properties characteristic of
very rough nonconductors. For the open configurations considered, re-
fleeted radiation had virtually no influence on overall heat loss. The
author concluded that in a y=ew ^ituations -the small amount of energy
emitted by one surface and abscrbed by the second was strongly in, flue c:ed
by the angular dependence of emittance.
Edwards [5-41 demonstrated the importance of considering angular
property dependence for systems exposed to solar radiation. To isolate
the influence of directional absorptance, absorbed incident solar radi-
ation for several convex configurations exposed to a collimated solar
flux was evaluated. The system selected for study eliminated interre-
flections; thus, absorbed energy was determined by the directional de-
pendence of absorptance. Using spectral directional absorptance data,
the total (integrated over solar spectral interval) near-normal absorp-
tance as well as a total geometry-averaged absorptance were cal:culated:.
The latter quantity accounted for the directional variation of irradi-
ation over the extent of the system. The author concluded that errors
of 30 percent in temperature can be introduced into temperature control
equipment design when the angular variation of solar absorptance is ig-
r
nored.
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2.3.4 Spatial Distribution of Reflected Energy
The influence of the spatial distribution of reflected energy
on heat transfer can be Estimated to some extent by comparing available
results obtained using specular and diffuse reflection analyses. For
semi-infinite adjoint plates exposed to a collimated solar field [21,
factors of 2-3 in local heat transfer, and temperature differences as
large as 150 1O R were observed to occur as surfaces of faxed emittance and
absorptance were varied between the extreme combinations of diffuse and
specular reflection for surface and solar radiation. Many more example
comparisons of radiant exchange for systems of surfaces with diffuse and
specular reflection characteristics are available in the literature [55].
These results are well known and are not reviewed here except to note
that reported differences between results obtained from diffuse and specu-
lar reflection analyses are dependent on factors such as geometry, ther-
mal environment, and material. properties.
Information concerning the transition of heat transfer results be-
tween those for diffuse and specular reflection is provided by results
obtained from analysis employing the simple direction independent specu-
lar plus diffuse reflection model. Several authors [2,4,51,561 applied
this analysis to evaluate local heat transfer for sample systems.
Generally these results show that for high emittance materials the tran-
sition of heat flux from that for diffuse to that for specular reflection
is nearly, proportional to the ratio of the specular reflectance component
	 ,M
to the hemispherical reflectance. For low emittance materials, however,
the transition is quite geometry dependent.
0
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2.3.5 Polarization Effects
The influence of polarization on radiative heat transfer was
investigated by Edwards and Bevans [571. Radiant transfer within a
general enclosure with direction and polarization dependent radiation
properties was formulated. Illustrative numerical results were given
for radiant transfer between smooth surfaces with properties described
by
 electromagnetic theory. Errors in the value of once reflected then
absorbed solar radiation as large as 92 percent were observed when po-
larization effects were ignored. It was concluded that polarization is
important when solar radiation is reflected from one surface to another,
particularly for angles of incidence greater than 6 .0 degrees when the
reflector is a dielectric or semiconductor and the absorber is a metal.
Edwards and Tobin [58] studied polarization and directional effects
on the transmittance of square and semi-infinite slot passages with
properties described by electromagnetic theory for smooth surfaces. Re-
sults were given for both isothermal and radiatively adiabatic passage
walls. Polarization effects were more important for the semi.--infinite
slot passage than for the passage with square cross section, and in each
case the influence increased with increasing passage length. Errors in
transmittance due to neglecting polarization effects of 5:0 and 30 percent
were observed for slot and square passages, respt- tively. For long pas-
sages, directional property dependence strongly influenced transmittance.
In one example, in which both polarization and directional property de-
pendence was ignored, the transmittance values showed a 93 percent de-
viation from the true value.
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2.3.6 Combined Effects
Research reviewed in Sections 2.3.2-2.3.5 provide insight
into the influence of directional, spectral, and polarization property
dependence on radiant exchange. The conclusions drawn from these in-
vestigations were generally based on results for either perfect surfaces
or surfaces with properti ,^s represented by simple models. In this sec-
tion experimental studies of radiative heat transfer between engineering
surfaces and analytical heat transfer results for surfaces with theoreti-
cal property models representative of rough engineering materials are re-
viewed.
Several investigators measured radiant heat transfer for systems of
simply arranged surfaces and compared measurements to predicted values.
Beans, et al. [59], investigated radiant heat exchange between six-inch
squares of aluminum coated with flat black paint, aluminum paint, vacuum
deposited aluminum, and anodized aluminum.. Samples were arranged with
different coating material combinations in one of three simple configu-
rations. Net heat input to the heated surface and surface temperatures
were measured. Measurements were compared with values calculated using
three radiation property models. The simple, gray, direct ion- independ--
ent property model with reflection considered either diffuse or specular
was used as well as the more detailed gray, angular dependent model with
reflection taken as the sum of direction dependent specular and diffuse
components . In the latter case directional properties for the selected
materials were measured, and the second approximate method of analysis
proposed by Bevans and Edwards [521 was used to estimate surface tempera-
tune and overall heat loss. The more realistic property model did not
d•
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yield results in significantly better agreement with experiment than the
results employing angular independent properties with either diffuse or
specul.ar reflection. However, the authors emphasized that the selected
materials and simple surface configurations did not provide a critical
test for the different models. Furthermore, approximations inherent in
the analysis employed [52] may have counterbalanced the use of a more
realistic property model.
Gilbert [ 6,01 measured net overall: radiant exchange between twelve-
inch square parallel plates constructed of sandblasted 3:02 stainless
steel:. For the temperatures and system considered, analysis using gray,
diffuse properties provided results in good agreement with measurements.
A more comprehensive experimental investigation of radiant exchange
between surfaces wa,, reported recently by Schornhorst and Viskanta [611.
Local irradiation was measured at several locations on two long, narrow
plates which were either parallel or perpendicular to each other. In
all cases the plates were maintained at uniform, but not always equal.,
temperatures. Several plate materials and surface conditions were
studied including smooth gold, r- ,ugh gold, polished 303 s ,eleni.um stain-
less steel, sandblasted stainless steel, M Black Velvet Faint, Pyromark
Black Paint, and PV-100 White paint. Surfaces were further, characterized
by profi.lometer measurements of rms roughness height and experimentally
determined hemispherical emittance values. Plate temperatures between
approximately 50°F and 800°F were used. Measured local irradiation
values were compared with those calculated using th-ee simple property
models. Fmittance, absorptan^ce, and directional reflectaT
	
',re con-
sidered gray and their values estimated from the measure
	
tlerical
emittance value. Emission was considered diffuse and the spatial
s
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distribution of reflected radiation was either diffuse, specular, or th
sum of direction independent specular and diffuse components. The
authors concluded that for the ranges of system parameters and materials z
considered, local irradiation measurements were predicted remarkably well
with gray diffuse analysis. However, differences of 20 percent between mea-
sured and calculated irradiation values were observed. The apparent ac-
curacy attained with gray diffuse analysis was surprising since some
metal samples appeared to reflect specularly. it was not possible to
accurately assess the separate effects of dii ,ectional and spectral
property dependence since spectral irradiation values were not measured.
The individual influence of spectral and directional property dependencies
may have been partially compensating in such a manner that gray diffuse
analysis provided excellent results.
5chornhorst and Viskanta [511 also considered a theoretical ap-
proach for evaluating the accuracy of simple radiation property models..
Radiant exchange between semi-infinite parallel plates with plate spacing-
to-width ratios between 0.2.5 and 2.0 was calculated. Local spectral heat
loss and irradiation were evaluated employing a detailed property model
and compared to values obtained with six less detailed property models.
The detailed property model included angular dependent emittance, absorp--
tance, and directional reflectance as predicted by electromagnetic theory
for optically smooth electrical conductors. Spectral dependence of the
material optical indices was described with Drude's theory [621 using an
electrical resistivity representative of high alloy steel (actual value
of resistivity was not reported). The spatial distribution of reflected
radiation was described by the Beckmann bidirectional reflectance model.
Local irradiation predicted with the detailed property model was
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consistently lower than that evaluated with the six less detailed models.
Discrepancies of a fator greater than three were observed between
Beckmann model irradiation results and those calculated with some simple
property models. A possible explanation for the consistently low ir-
radiation values obtained with the Beckmann model was proposed to the
authors in a personal communication. The Beckmann bidirectional reflec-
tion model does not satisfy energy conservation for all choices of the
governing characteristic roughness parameters [421. Calculations by
this author indicated that for some of the parameter choices of
Schornhorst and Viskanta, 75 percent of the reflected radiation was not
accounted for by the bidirectional reflectance model. This situation
should result in low irradiation values.
Schornhorst and V.iskanta [611 also compared irradiation values cal-
culate:d using detailed property models with measurements for the paral-
lel plate configuration. Comparison of calculated and measured results
was limited by several factors. All calculations were made considering
radiation properties gray which necessitated selection of appropriate
gray, property values. Directional properties were not measured, and
electromagnetic theory expressions were used to estimate them. All
properties were evaluated at the wavelength corresponding to the spectral
black body, peak for selected plate temperatures. Furthermore, character-
istic roughness p. arametes in the theoretical bidirectional reflectance
expression were estimated. The ms roughness height was taken as the
value measured with a mechanical stylus. Neither the value selected nor
the method of selection were reported for rms roughness slope. Hence,
the extent to which the theoretical property model corresponded to the
actual properties of the surfaces used in the experimental j.„ogram is
J,
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unknown. The authors concluded that an angular dependent property model
with reflection taken as the sum of direction dependent specular and dif-
fuse components provided an excellent compromise between realistic level
of property detail and computational effort. Furthermore, for the cases
considered selection of a property model was more critical for evaluating
local irradiation than local heat flux.
Toor and Viskanta C501 used the Monte Carlo method to calculate
radiant exchange employing a detailed property model. Local. and overall
spectral absorption factors were determined for each of four simple geo-
metrical configurations. Overall radiant interchange, as well as local
and overall spectral radiant heat transfer were determined for various
material property and surface temperature combinations. The detailed
property model consisted of angular dependent emittance, absorptance,
and directional reflectance a^ predicted by electromagnetic theory for
smooth materials. Three combinations of material optical indices (n,k)
were selected (values reported by Hering [491 were used) t o yield spec-
tral, hemispherical emttance values 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, and the spatial
distribution of reflected radiation was described by Beckman's bidirec-
tional reflectance model. A single value for rms slope m was employed in
the local :^adiant exchange calculations. For comparison, absorption fac-
tors and radiant exchange values were determined from four simple proper-
ty models. The authors concluded that differences between results ob-
tained with individual property models were larger when calculating radi-
ant interchange between surfaces than when determining radiant heat
transfer from a surface. With all other conditions fixed, the choice of
property model was most important when determining the radiant inter-
change between highly reflecting surfaces arranged in an open
28
configuration. On the other hand, closed systems with highly reflecting
surfaces showed the largest variation of radiant heat transfer for indi-
vidual property models. Finally, simple constant property models with
either diffuse or spe-cular reflection sometimes gave significantly dif-
ferent results than those obtained with the detailed property model.
Analytical studies by Treat as well as Wi.lden were reported in a
joint publication [53]. Each author determined radiant exchange between
surfaces with properties characteristic of very rough non-conductors. The
property model developed by Torrance [441 was adjusted to fit BDR data
for magnesium-oxide ceramic and potassium silicate--zinc oxide. In ad-
dition, properties of a fictitious, high emittance material were created
by judicious selection of adjustable constants in Torrance's model. It
should be noted that VIP. selected materials exhibited nearly diffuse re--
flectioi, except for large angles of incidence. Radiant exchange re-
suits for the detailed property models were compared to those for simple,
constant property models with reflection taken either speoular or diffuse.
Treat considered over.^all heat exchange for finite surfaces. The selected
geometries were so open that reflected radiation had ,little influence on
net radiant heat loss. However, it was suggested that for open configu-
rations directional dependence of emission can be an important factor
when determining radiant energy interchange between surfaces. Wi.lden
calculated radiant exchange between semi--infinite parallel plates. Local
and overall heat loss values were evaluated for plates with properties
characterized by Torrance's model for each of three very rough noncon-
ductors. The results were intermediate to those for angular independent
plate properties with reflection considered either specular or diffuse.
For given plate material, radiant heat loss values determined using
P
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detailed and simple property models did not vary by more than ten percent.
Furthermore, results for detailed property models were, in all cases,
within one percent of those obtained with the simple constant property
diffuse reflection model.
2.3.7 Summary of Heat Transfer Investigations
This review of available heat transfer results reveals the
following important points:
(1) The directional, spectral, and polarization dependence of ra-
diation properties can significantly .influence radiative 'heat
transfer.
(2) The importance of variable property effects, particularly di-
rectional effects, depends strongly on material properties and
geometry (degree of interaction between surfaces). The choice
of property model is especially critical when evaluating radi-
ant interchange between low emittance materials arranged in
open configurations, and when calculating radiant heat trans-
fer from low emittance materials arranged in closed configura-
tions. Furthermore, radiative transfer within systems exposed
to external sources of radiation appears to be particularly
sensitive to variable surface properties.
(3) The majority of available results evaluating angular property
effects are for smooth, specularly reflecting materials for
which the radiation properties are adequately described by
electromagnetic theory.
(4) Few results are available to illustrate the influence of sur-
face roughness on radiant exchange between surfaces of pre--
scribed temperature, and apparently no results are available
for radiant transfer between rough surfaces exposed to an ex-
ternal radiation aource.
(5) It has been suggested that a model consisting of direction de-
pendent emission and direction dependent specular plus diffuse
reflectance components may provide an excellent compromise be-
tween property detail and computational effort; however, very
few results are available to evaluate the proposed model.
•0
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3. RADIATIVE TRANSFER FOERMULATI'ON FOUR ADJOINT PLATE SYSTEM
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section the system of radiatively interacting surfaces se--
lected for study is defined. Fundamental principles of radiative trans-
fer are applied to the system and the equations governing local heat flux
and temperature are developed. Certain simplifications are introduced to
eliminate parameters of secondary importance to the objectives c this
research. Bath directional and spectral dependence of surface properties
are accounted for in the analysis. Although the expressions developed
strictly apply to the chosen system, there is no fundamental difficulty
in extending the analysis to other systems of interest.
3.2 ASSUMPTIONS AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Certain simplifying assumptions are employed in the analysis. These
are not expected to seriously impair the relevancy of the results to the
objectives of this research. It is assumed that surface heat exchange
occurs only by radiant energy transport, and except for the presence of
a collimated radiation field, external sources of thermal radiation are
negligible. The interacting surfaces are opaque to thermal radiat%on,
and all surface radiation properties are temperature independent and uni-
form over the extent of each surface. The intervening medium is radiw
atively transparent with unit refractive index. Only steady transfer is
considered, and polarization effects are ignored.
The system selected for study is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Identical,
semi- infinite, adjoint planes of length L and including an angle y are
uniformly irvadiated by a collimated radiation field directed along the
Y0
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bisector of the included angle and in planes normal to the common edge of
the plates. This system was chosen for study because of its geometrical
simplicity, the availability of heat transfer results for certain simple
surface property models, and the important features of common temperature
control components present. Among the latter are interreflecti.on phe-
nomena and external radiation fields.
In the analysis to follow, symbols x and y denote distances measured
normal to the common edge of the plates along the lower and upper surfaces,
respectively, while z denotes distance measured parallel to the common
edge from an arbitrary plane normal to the common plate axis. Local
spherical coordinates	 and (e,^) are used to define the direction
of incident (prime superscript) and leaving (no superscript) energy. The
spherical coordinates can be expressed as functions of the position co-
ordinates x,y,z. These relations are given in Appendix A.
The complexity of the analysis is significantly reduced because of
the infinite width of the plates, the geometrical symmetry, and the un-4 -
formity of the surface properties and external irradiation. The radiant
intensity leaving an element of either surface in a prescribed direction
defined by polar and azimuthal angles (0,0) depends only on the distance
of the element measured normal to the common axis of the plates. Further-
more, the radiant intensity distribution is identical on the two surfaces
at equal distances (x = y) from the apex.
3.3 LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER
Local monochromatic heat transfer per unit time and per unit surface
area %W at a typical element of the lower surface located at point
is evaluated as the difference between the rate of emission
rP
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and the rate of absorption of radiant energy with wavelengths within an
infinitesimal spectral interval da around wavelength X.
L	 00
	
qX (X) = EH,X7rl b,X (x) -	 adi^(9p) I^(x,BP,OP') K( x ,Y, z ) dx dyfy-a z-.:00
- ad,X(9Lo) Yin 2
	
(3.3.1)
In Eq. (3.3.1)
so
=--2Y
	(3.3.2)
r	
and the geometrical quantity K(x,y,z) is given by the following relation
2
X sin yR	 K(x,y:Z)^
	 r	 (3.3.3)2(x t y - 2xy cos y + z 2 ) 2
Spectral directional absorptance for polar angle: of -incidence 9' and
spectral hemispherical emittance are denoted by the symbols ad,X (6') and
eH X , respectively. Directional absorptance is taken azimuthally ind'e--
pendent. Superscript minus (--) is used to designate spectral radiant in-
.1.^^nsity I^(x,6 1 0 1 ) incident at x from the (6p,0P) direction, while later
a superscript plus (+) will signify radi ant intensity leaving a surface.
The spectral black body 'radiant intensity Ib : X( x) for absolute temperature
T(x) is available from Planck's law. The energy of the external radiation
field is expressed in terms of the spectral solar constant SX . This
quantity represents solar energy in the spectral interval dA around
wavelength J, transported per unit time and per unit area normal to the
direction of energy propagation.
Local total heat transfer per unit time and per unit surface area
q(x) is obtained by integrating monochromatic heat transfer over the
ri
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entire spectrum.
00r
q(x) = J qX (x) d).	 (3.3.4)
a=Q
Inserting the spectral flux expression from Eq. (3.3.1) yields
	
L	 «,	 CO
4
q(x) = eHo'T(x) --	 K(x,y,z)i ad9X (0P) I X (x,6P,^P) dX dz dy
Y=O z=--(	 X17 =O
«0
	
- sin 2 
ad a (0' ) S^ dX
	
(3.3.5)
a-Q
The symbol EH denotes total hemispherical emi.ttance, and a is the
Stefan--Bol.tzmax. constant.
Under the assumptions Introduced, the intensity incident at x from
the (ep,0;) d?re-ction I^ (x,6P, ^P} equals the intensity leaving a point
Q'(y,z) on the adjacent plate in the (6Q2 0Q ) direction I+(y,z,6Q!4
Q is the point of intersection of a line from P directed along the
(6P,0P) direction and the adjacent surface. Hence, Eq. (3.3.5) can be
wr'it'ten
	
L	 o0	 00
	
('	 +
	
q . (x) = E aT (x) -- I
	 K(x,Ysz) ad ^^(6P) I (Y,z,BQ,o,^} dX dz dy
y=Q Z=:-Oo	 X=Q	 i
oo
	sin^ad^^(O f ) S^ dX	 (3.3.6)
The terms on the right--hand side of Eq. (3.3.6) represent energy emitted
and absorbed at x per unit time and per unit surface area. The first
term is the rate of emission from point x. The s econd term is irradiation
6I
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from the adjacent surface which is absorbed at x, and the last term is
directly incident solar irradiation which is absorbed at x.
Solutions to Eq. (3.3. 6) are commonly sought for two thermal con-
ditions. Rien the temperature di..stribution is specified, local radiant
heat transfer is evaluated. When local total heat transfer is specified,
local surface temperature is calculated. The condition of zero local
radiant flux is a situation of particular interest. The resulting plate
temperature aistrib-ution is called the equilibrium temperature distribu-
tion. From Eq. (3.3.6) it follows that to evaluate either q(x) or T(x)
the local spectral radiant intensity must be available.
3.4 LOCAL SPECTRAL RADIANT INTENSITY
For the selected system of interacting surfaces with specified ra-
diation properties and known temperature (flux) irradiated by an external
radiation field of known spectral composition., the fundamental quantity
required to evaluate local heat flux (temperature) is local, spectral ra--
di4.".t intensity I+(x, 9p ,^P). The spectral intensity of leaving energy
at x in the (8p ,0P ) direction consists of the sum of emitted energy and
of radiation incident from the surroundings which is reflected into the
(QP ,P ) direction. It satisfies the following integral equation [63]
I+ (x,9P 4 ) = ed,^ (8P	 s) Ib a
L w
+ f f pbd y a(8P'0P'8P'0P) I+ (y,z,8 Q ,0^,) K ( x ,y, z ) dz dyy=0 z=-0o
+ pbd,^(81 ' 0;8P ,0P ) S. sin 2
	 (3.x'+.1)
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The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4.1) represents the
intensity of monochromatic energy emitted at x in the (6P P ) direction.
The second term is the contribution to the intensity leaving x due to
energy arriving from the adjacent surface and undergoing reflection at x
into the (OP P) direction. The final term represents directly incident
energy from the collimated source which is reflected at x into the (6 ,J }
P P
direction. The symbolsd, (6) denotes the azimuthally independent spec-
tral directional, em.ittance for polar emission angle 0. The remaining
surface property in Eq. (3.4.1) is the spectral bidirectional reflectance
a
	
	
Pbd2X{6' ,c' 0,). It is defined as the ratio of the intensity of re-
fleeted energy in the (0,0) direction due to energy incident from the
direction within the elemental solid angle dw', dIr X (0 1
 
so, 0 0),
to the radiant power per unit surface area incident from the (0',1 1 ) A-
rection.
d	 (0' *14 850)
P	 (0''0';0,0) _	 VA	 (3.4.2)bd,a	
,01) cos 0' dw'
3.5 DISCUSSION OF GO'VERNiMG EQUATIONS
Consider a given system with specified surface properties which is
irradiated by an external source of known spectral composition. When lo-
cal surface temperature is specified the direction independent but tem-
perature dependent black body intensity I b A (x) can he evaluated with
Planck's law. Thus, Eq. (3.4.1) is a linear integral equation from which
local spectral intensity can be evaluated, and, in turn, radiant heat
transfev can be calculated directly from Eq. (3.3.6). The procedure is
not as straight forward when total heat transfer is specified. Since the
black body intensity cannot be evaluated until surface temperature is sEpE-
cified, local spectral intensity cannot be directly evaluated with
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Eq. (3.4.1). If local spectral heat flux were known, this difficulty
could be overcome by combining Eqs. (3.3.E) and (3.4.1) t3 eliminate the
unknown black body spectral intensity. Local spectral intensity could
then be evaluated with the resulting integral equation. However, the
common situation is for local total heat flux to be known, and direct
elimination of the unknown surface temperature from Eqs. (3.3.6) and
(3.4.1) does not appear possible except for certain property models.
Notable exceptions occur for the gray and semi--gray, models for spectral
property dependence. For arbitrary spectral property dependence,
Eqs. (3.3.0) and (3.4.1) represent simultaneous integral equations in
l^ and T. One method for attacking this problem is to determine the un
-known surface temperature distribution by successive iterations. A rea-
sonable estimate of surface temperature distribution is made, and lo:c.,.l
spectral intensity is evaluated with Eq. (3.4.1). Substitution in
Eq. (3.3.6) then yields local total heat transfer corresponding to the
assumed temperature distribution. Should the calculated heat transfer
values not agree with those originally specified, the iterative pro-
cedure may be repeated until the temperature distribution which yields
the prescribed flux values is obtained.
The governing equations for radiative transfer including direction
and wavelength dependent properties have been applied to the adjoint
plate systsm of radiatively interacting surfaces, and the general pro-
cedure necesisary for evaluation of local flux ar surface temperature
briefly discuss-ed. Simplifications to Eqs. (3.3.6) and (3.4.1) occur
for certain radiation property models. Two such approximations are dis-
cussed in Sections 3. 6 and 3.7.
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3.6 SEMI-GRAY APPROXIMATION
The semi-gray. model [1,2,481 for spectral property dependence is em--
ployed in this investigation for surfaces Pxposed to the collimated solar
source. The spectral interval which encompasses the significant portion
of surface emitted thermal radiation is assumed sufficiently far removed
from that for solar radiation that there is negligible spectral overlap
of radiation from the two sources. Within each spectral interval, sur-
face properties are taken independent of wavelength which will be denoted
by deleting the a subscript. There are two important consequences of
this spectral sepration of thermal and solar ,
 radiation. First, distinct
surface properties can be assigned to the thermal and to the solar spec-
tral intervals. Second, for temperat4re independent properties, the lo-
cal solar intensity and absorbed solar energy can be evaluated independ-
ent of the surface temperature or surface properties for the thermal
spectral interval. Under the above restrictions, the equations governing
radiant exchange simplify considerably. The local intensity of surface
emitted radiation (thermal. intensity) I t can be written
I+ NO90) = ed(9 ) aTP P
	 P
L
	 00
+	 Pbd(9'^ ,,0F;ep4p) I t (y 2 z 19Q ,0Q ) K(x,y,z) dz dy
y-'o z= Woo	 (3.6.1)
and the local intensity of solar radiation (solar intensity) Iso `'ca be
written
0r
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L	 00
I so { X ^p^^p) 
= Pbd(6so'6'p'p) S sin 2 +	 pd(9P,p;9p,p)
Y=o z=_°°
I+ (Ygz^ OQ 4 ) K ( x aY, z ) dz dy (3.6.2)
E
t
The asterisk superscript distinguishes surface properties for short wave-
length solar radiation from those for long wavelength radiation. It
should be noted that the radiant intensities I t and Iso appearing in
Eqs. (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) are not monochromatic quantities but represent
the total intensity of energy in the thermal spectral interval and solar
spectral interval, respectively. The symbol S denotes the solar constant,
which is the total solar,  energy of the external field transferred per unit
time and per unit area normal to the direction of energy propagation. The
local absorbed solar irradiation q
a,so 
(x) can be expressed in terms of the
local solar intensity, the solar constant, and the surface properties for
solar wavelengths as
q( x) = ad o( 9s)S sin 2a s o 
L	 CO
+	 aa(6P) Igo (Yx z P OQ ^^Q ) K ( x ,Y, z ) dz dy (3.6.3)
yzo z _oa
Local total radiant heat transfer follows as
	
L	 cu
	
q(x) _ CHUT 4(x) ^^	 cd(6P) It (Y, z a @Q ,OQ ) K(x,Y,z) dz dy.
Y= O x=_oo
	
4a,so(x) .
	 (3.6.4)
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Consider a system of surfaces with known radiation properties for
the solar spectral interval irradiated by a specified collimated source.
The local solar intensity can be evaluated with Eq. (3.6.2), and, in turn,
local absorbed solar irradiation follows from Eq. (3.6.3). For specified
surface properties for the thermal spectral interval and surfaces of pre-
scribed temperature, local thermal intensity may be calculated from
Eq. (3.6.1),, and local total heat transfer follows from Eq. (3.6.4).
For radiatively adiabatic surfaces Eq(x) H 01 it is convenient to
rearrange the above equations and evaluate directly local equilibrium
temperature. Using Eq. (3.6.4) with q(x) = 0 to eliminate the unknown
temperature from Eq. (3.6.1) yields
(A )	 L	 00d PT ++(x,6PITP)
	
	 r^eH ga ^ so (x) +	 Pbd(ePITOPS)
y=0 Z= W
	
_.	 + d	
^r€ 
d	 It(y,Z,e0 ) dz dy	 (3.6.5)
H	 Q
Equation (3.6.5) constitutes a linear integral equation for the local
thermal intensity. Local equilibrium temperature follows from
	
}	 Eq. (3.6.4) as	 {
	
L	 oo
q
±.	 T (x) 4 - a-^° ---- + 1	 + z 9 	 K x z
 — f f VOL)d P) tV > 10 	 ( ^y ^ ) dz dy
Y_. He	 H^ y=o z'=-W	 (3.6.6 )
3.7 SUBDIVISION OF BDR INTO SPECULAR AND SCATTERED COMPONENTS
Many theoretical bidirectional reflectance models are expressed as
the sum of specular and scattered components. In this section such a
model is defined and the integral equation for spectral radiant intensity
is rewritten.
4r
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With reference -co the spherical coordinates shown in Fig. 3.2, con-
sider the BDR expression
pbd}X(61 9V;690	 PbdpsjX ( 6 ' 9v;O'0
t 2p
s:p,X 
0' ) 61sin26' - sin 2 01 6 10' - (0 t TO]
(3.7.1)
where 61TIJ, is the Dirac delta function with argument n. The two BDR com-
ponents are called the scattered component Pbd,s ,11(6 	 and the
specular component 2p
sp,X (8' ) 61sin 2 W - sin 2 61 6CO' - (0 ± n)], re-
spectively. The former, accounts for radiation incident within solid
angle dw' around the (6 1 ,^) direction which is scattered by the surface
into direction (6,^) of hemispher4.cal space. The latter, represents in-
c
	 energy which undergoes a specular reflection. In a specular re-
flection the reflected beam is contained within a solid angle dw,
 equal
to the solid angle dw' of the incident bear and is located in the plane
of incidence with polar angle of reflection equal to the polar angle of
incidence. Symbol p
sp,)L (e') denotes the monochromatic specular reflect-
ance which is defined as the -
 ratio of reflected radiant intensity in a
specular reflection Ir , 
sP, 
x to the intensity of incident energy.
pi	 ($^)	 IrSSP9xs
p'A
	
Ia(e' ^')a
(3.7.2)
All BDR models used in this research are conveniently expressed in
terms of the subdivision indicated in Eq. (3.7.1), and characteristics
of the specular and the scattered components of selected BDR models are
discussed in Chapter 4.
x
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Substitution of Eq. (3.7.1) into Eq. (3.4.1) and subsequent simplifi-
cation yields the following expression for spectral radiant intensity:
E	 00
pbd ^ 5 ^^iBp,P;e P , p) I a (y,z;eQ ,^Q) K(x,y,z) dz dy
Y=O z=-CO
+ pbd,s,X (eso ,a,eP ^Op) S X sin 2 * psp9A(PIsp)
P^sp^P^sp) +^^'P^1^(6P,P) 	 (3.7.3)
where
of
	 =
P,sp	 P
POP - P
and
Ap,^(6p^P) = psp,a(6so) S  sin 2 	 (3. t,3
if 6p = HX and 0P = Tr and zero otherwise.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.7.3) is the intensity
of emitted radiation leaving x in the (6P ,0P ) direction. The second tern
is me contribution to the intensity leaving x in the (6
P P
,0 ) direction
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due to radiation issuing from the adjacent plate which is incident on and
scattered (reflected and accounted for by the scattered component of BDR)
by the surface at x into the 0P i tP ) direction. The third term represents
reflected intensity leaving x in the ( 6plop )  direction due to directly in-
cident solar energy which is scattered. The final two terms represent re-
flected intensity ,leaving the point x in the (6 P ,JP ) direction due to in-
cident energy which undergoes a specular reflection. The first of the
two terms is due to energy incident from the adjacent surface, and the
second is due to directly incident solar energy.
Separation of the scattered and specular contributions of leaving in-
tensity as represented by Eq. (3.7.3) offers several advantages. Probably
the most important is that the specul.arly reflected energy can now be
treated with the familiar image methods 0641. More detailed discussion
of this procedure is given in Appendix A.
The integral equations for local thermal intensity and local solar
intensity presented in Section 3.6 for the semi-gray spectral model can
also be rewritten for specular plus scattered subdivision of BDR. Sub-
stitution of Eq. (3.7.1) in Eq. (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) yields the following
result for local thermal. intensity
+	 Cd{pP } ^T4(x)	 L+It{x, 6P , ,) w -
	 7	 +f	 Pbd',s{ 6p AP "' tip hP ) I t (y,zN A fyro z= —ao
F'
dy + P (a'	 ) z - (x,6'	 ,6sp P asp t	 P 9sp P lsp )
	
K ( x ,Y^ z ) d-z	 { 3.7.5 )
and the following expression for local solar intensity.
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+ (x,@PSOP) = P*	 (a I O ; eplop) s sin Y
so	 bdjs so 2	 2
L	 00
+	 P*f f bd 9s p
y= .o Z=-OD
• K(X,y,z) C-AZ dy. + poc
I 	 OPI,SP)SP PqSp	 "S Q	 p
+ J^P(avop)
	 (3.7.6)
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4. RADIATION PROPERTIES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The surface properties introduced in the analysis of (hapter 3 are
all related to spectral bidirectional reflectance. Section 4.2 is de-
voted to demonstrating this radiation property interdependence. In Sec-
tion 4.3 property models employed in this research are presented and
Characteristics of the models important to this stud; are discussed,
Throughout this section subscripts i, r, and e denote quantities associ-
ate'd with incident, reflected and emitted radiation, respectively.
4.2 PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS
Spectral, bidirectional reflectance for radiation i-ncident from the
(6',') direction within solid angle increment dw' and reflected into
solid &;:gle increment dw about the (0,0) direction was defined in
Eq. (3,4.2) and is rewritten here for convenience.
P	 (614, 090 - ._-.—..L	 (4.2.1){	 bd,a	
I	 (6',^') cos 9'dw'
i
Spectral, directional (directional-hemispherical) reflectance
pd X (6') is defined as the fraction of monochromatic energy incident
within solid angle dw' about direction 9' that is reflected throughout
hemispherical space. Spectral directional reflectance is obtained by
multiplying spectral bidirectional reflectance with cos 8 sin 6dOdO and
integrating over all directions for reflected energy.
IL
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pdg x(0') =
7r
^+ 	n
/ 2 2
J J %d, h ( 6' ,0';0,o) cos 0 sin 6 # d6 (4.2.2)
6=0 0=0
Spectral directional absorptance ads), (6') is defined as the fraction
of mono-chromatic energy incident at polar angle 0' within solid angle
dw. ' that is absorbed. For opaque materials, a radiant energy balance at
the material surface relates directional absorptance and reflectance.
aa,X (0') = 1 - pdjX (0')
	
(4.2.3)
Spectral directional emittance ed,x(0) is defined as the ratio of
the spectral intensity of emission of a surface at polar angle 6,1 + (0),
to the direction independent spectral intensity cf a black surface at the
same temperature Ibgx*
z+ e(9)
dqX	
b,^
(4.2.,4).
In Eqs. (4.2.2)-(4.2.4) directional reflectance, absorptance, and
emittance were assumed to be azimuthally symmetric.
Spectral hemispherical emittance	 a is defined as the ratio of
s
monochromatic energy emitted by a surface per unit time, per unit area,
and per unit wavelength interval into hemispherical space Ee.), to that
emitted by a black surface at the same temperature Eb ^
;k (=Trl.bga ). It is
obtained by multiplying e dgX(0) with (cos 6 sin 6d(edO)/w and integrating
over all directions of hemispherical space.
E
e
^H = Eb
(4.2.6)
h
4 V
7r/ 2 27r
1
H a. W -
z ^`	 1 ^, r	 C d A (0) sin 0 cos 6 do d9s	 t!b,a	 6_0 0=0
7r / 2
= 2	 Cd ^(6) sin 6 cos 6d6	 (4.2.5)
0=0
Total hemispherical emittance e. is the ratio of total, energy emitted
per unit time and per unit area by a surface throughout hemispherical
space Ee to that emitted by a black surface at the same temperature
r
o0
Eb=J TrTb j Xda = Q`T 4 .X=o
In terms of spectral hemispherical emittance, EH car. be expressed
as
OD
H = ^4	 EH^^I	 dX	 (4.2.7)
dT a= 0
Finally, when polarization is negle-cted, Kirchhoff's .law equates
spectral directional emittance and absorptan-ce,
C  x(6 = 6 1 ) = ad X(6' )a	 ^ (4.2.8)
Thus, Eqs. (4.2.1)-(4.2.8) relate all surface properties used in Chap-
ter 3 to spectral bidirectional reflectance.
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4.3 SELECTED BDR MODELS
4.3.1 Introduction
BDR models selected for this study are presented in this
section. A detailed model for rough surface radiation properties is
discussed in Section 4.3.2, followed in Section 4.3.3 by a simplified
rough surface property model. "n Section 4.3.4 a model with directional
dependence considerably different from that exhibited by the rough sur-
face models is discussed. This property model applies to a composite
surface consisting of a than dielectric coating on a diffusely reflecting
substrate. An approximate model for coated surfaces is discussed in
Section 4.3.5. Finally, in Section 4.3.6. common simple property models
are briefly discussed. The latter are included to facilitate study of
the level of surface property detail required for precise radiativ° heat
transfer calculations.
4.3.2 Rough. Surface Bidirectional Reflectance
Major assumptions employed in the Beckmann analysis [401 of
rough surface reflectance were summarized in Chapter 2, and details of
certain theoretical aspects of the BDR model as well as its ability to
represent available BDR measurements were previously reported [42]. For
brevity, only BDR expressions and a summary of important model charac-
teristics are presented here.
For a perfect electrical conductor with a randomly rough surface,
Beckmann's analysis yields the following expression for monochromatic
specular reflectance and scattered component of BDR in germs of optical
roughness a/X and rms roughness profile slope m.
dr
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fsp,a(61) = exp {-- C4r WX) cos 611 2 }	 (4.3.2.1)
f	 (6' ^ ' ^ e ^ ) = 27T(o/a) 2B ex . ^ - C(Q /X)Ga2}bd,s,a	
cos 6 Cos 6' m2
00
C(a/a)-G]2M	 2n2 (a/U21H
M< Mt)
	
exp	 M 2
	(4.3.2.2)
M=1 m
The symbol p has been replaced with f to emphasize that Eqs. (4.3.2.1)
and (4.3.2.2) apply to perfectly conducting material. The symbols B, G,
and H denote purely geometrical quantities and are given by
B= 1 t cos 6 cos 6' t sin 6 sin 6'
cos a + cos
G = 2n( cos 9 + cos 6' )
1) 2
(4,3.2.3)
(4.3.2.4)
H = sin29 + sin 2e' + 2 sin 6 sin 6' cos	 (4.3.2.5)
while rms roughness slope m is related to correlation length a by the
relation
M = f2' (a/a)	 (4.3.2.6)
For large values of optical roughness (a/1 » 1), the specular re-
flectance f 
Sp ,XX 
(6 1 ) is nearly zero for all but near-grazing directions
of incidence, and a useful approximation to Eq. (+.3.2.2) is
fbdjs(8'^'^6s) =	 2	 B	 , exp C-N/(2m2 )3 	(4.3.2.7)2 rrm cos 6 cos 6
JO
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where
B _
	 B
(Cos 6 + cos 0,)2
and
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(4.3.2.8)
H =	
H
(Cos 6 + cos 0,)2 (4.3.2.9)
The bar notation is used to differentiate Eq. (4.3.2.2) from Eq. (4.3.2.7)
and B and H are defined by Eqs. (4.3.2.3) and (4.3.2.5), resr3.ctively.
This approximate expression is hereafter designated the large opti-
cal roughness (LOR) approximation. Note that the LO UR BDR expression is
independent of wavelength and depends on the single surface roughness
parameter rms slope m:. It should be emphasized that the LOR BDR approxi-
mation is not an additional BDR model, but merely a useful approximation
for the more complicated express-ion of Eq. (4.3.2.1) for large optical
roughness.
Since the Beckmann B.DR model strictly applies to perfectly con-
ducting material, all energy of an incident beam must be accounted for
in the reflected energy leaving the surface. According to the model,
the fraction of the energy of an incident beam which undergoes a specu-
lar reflection is equal to the specular reflectance fsp'X (0 1 ). The re-
maining energy is scattered throughout hemispherical space with a dis-
trib^ution given by the scattered B+DR component fbd : s , (6' , ; 6 , c¢) . The
fraction of the energy incident from the (6 1,0 1) direction which is seat-
tered Fs!a (6') may be evaluated by integrating the product of fbd,s,a
and the cosine of the polar angle of reflection over all solid angles of
reflection.
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Fs'X ( 0 1 ) = 
J
^ ^, fbd,s,A (6' ,)' ;0,Q) cos 6 sin 6 d( d0
	 (4.3.2.10)
6=0 0=0
i
The sum of the fraction of incidenL energy from the (6 1 ,1 1 ) direction
which is scattered and that which undergoes a specular reflection should
be unity.
f sP ' X1 (9') + Fs ' X ( 6 1 ) = 1
	
(4.3.2.11)
It has been shown [42 , 551 that the conservation of energy requirement
expressed by Eq. (4.3.2.1:0 is usually satisfied within a few percent if
rms slope is restricted to values less than about 0.14. However, the
magnitude of the discrepancy depends on the value of optical roughness.,
rms slope, and the polar angle of incidence.
Typical results for specular reflectance are illustrated in Fig. 4.1
where f
sp,Jl (6') distributions are shown for selected values of optical
roughness. Since, according to Eq. (4.3.2.11), the factor [1-fs X( 6' )1
P^
represents the fraction of an incident bean; of energy which is scattered
Fs X (6') the right-hand ordinate scale may be used to evaluate this
quantity for a surface of prescribed optical roughness illuminated from
a specified direction. Apportionment of reflected energy between specu-
lar and scattered energy components is determined by the polar angle of
incidence 6' and optical roughness alA. For prescribed direction of in-
cidence, specular reflectance decreases with increasing optical roughness.
With optical roughness prescribed, the specular reflectance increases with
increasing angle of incidence.
With the direction of incident energy and value of optical roughness
6r
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specified, the magnitude of the scattered energy is fixed. Its spatial
distribution is uniquely deteMined by rms slope. The general influence
of roughness slope on scattered BDR is similar for all angles of incidence
and values of optical roughness. Some representative results are il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.2. The product of LO UR scattered BDR and cosine of
the polar angle of reflection	 shown versus polar angle of reflection
for normal illumination and rms slope values of 0.14, 0.034, 0.057, and
0.0'40. The product of RDR and cos 6 is the fraction of incident energy
reflected per unit time and per unit area into a unit solid angle around
the (e,0) direction. No azimuthal angles are indicated on the figure
since for normal illumination BDR is azimuthally symmetric. A diffusely
reflecting surface is represented in the figure by the dashed curve. The
angular spread about the specular direction within which the scattered
energy is significant increases with increasing roughness slope. The in-
creasing angular spread of the scattered energy is accompanied with a re-
duction of BDR in the specular direction. Thus, the surface tends toward
a diffusely reflecting surface as roughness slope increases. Even for
the largest value of rms slope (m = 0.14). however, the spatial distri-
bution of reflected energy differs significantly from that for diffuse
reflection.
For a fixed value of rms slope, the dependence of the spatial dis-
tribution of scattered energy on direction of incidence is markedly dif-
ferent for large and small values of optical roughness. The product of
scattered BDR and cos 6 for a surface with rms slope equal to 0.14 is
shown in Figs.4.3a,b versus polar angle of reflection for large optical
roughness (all >> 1) and a small value of optical roughness (U/X 0.1)9
respectively. For each value of optical roughness, distributions are
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shown for polar angle of illumination equal to Q,2 !0,45,and 60 degrees,and
for each angle of illumination results are shown for selected values of
azimuthal angle ^. The distributions shown in Fig. 4.3c for rms slope
equal to 0.094 and large optical roughness are included for later refer-
ence.
Consider the distributions for rms slope equal to 0.14. It is im-
portait to note the strong reflection of energy into the plane containing
the specular direction (strong forward scattering). For large optical
roughness,(Fig. 4.3a), the r,-aximum value of fbd,s cos 0 in-creases sharply,
and the angular spread of the scattered energy around the specular di-
rection decreases for increasing polar angle of illumination. Of par-
ticular note is the rapid decrease of energy scattered out (f the plane
of incidence (0 = 0) with in-creasing angle of il.ium:1-nation. For small
optical roughness, (F:; g. 4.3b),, the maximum value of fbd,X,s cos 0 de-
creases with increasing angle of illumination due to the increasing mag-
nitude of the incident energy which undergoes specular reflection. In
contrast to the distributions for large optical roughness, the lobes of
scattered energy in the plane of incidence for small optical roughness
and moderate to large angles of illumination are not centered about the
specular direction but are shifted toward the surface normal.
It should be noted that the Beckmann scattered BDR contains a singu-
larity for polar angle of reflection equal to 9 10 degrees. This accounts
for the generally small, but finite, value of the product fbd,s,a cos 0
for grazing reflection. This error results from neglecting shadowing ef-
fects in the derivation of BDR, but is not expected to significantly in-
fluence radiant heat transfer for the selected system of interacting sur-
faces .
0r
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Limitation of the Beckmann analysis to perfectly conducting materials
is particularly restrictive and the model requires some modification to
adapt it to engineering materials. In view of the difficulty of includ-
ing finite conductivity effects in the development [401, BDR of engineer-
ing materials is approximated by multiplying the result for perfect con-
ductors with spectral directional reflectance. The latter must be pro-
vided as additional information. Hence, approximate specular reflectance
and scattered BDR of engineering materials are written
Psp,X ( 61 ) = Pd9X(01)fsp,A (@I) 	(+.3.2.12)
and
Pb,d,s 
,
x(o f W OM = Pd sX(6' )fbd,s 5X01 s0 , 3 90)
	 (4.3.2.1-3)
while for large optical roughness
(8' 90 1 0.0) = Pdia ( 6 1 )fbdOs (e' 9O' eMA.bd,s,X (4.3.2.14)
The scattered BDR expressions do not satisfy the reciprocity requirement
[421, but this is not expected to introduce appreciable error into heat
transfer results for the selected system.
In the absence of a more precise model for directional reflectance
and, consequently, directional emittance of rough engineering materials,
the Fresnel relations [66] for smooth surface reflectance are used.
Furthermore, in an attempt to isolate roughness effects on heat transfer,
material optical indices n and k are taken wavelength independent. It
should be noted that, although the material optical indices are taken
•r
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wavelength independent, BD'R remains spectrally dependent because the spa-
tial distribution of reflected radiation is a function of optical rough-
ness. To facilitate direct comparison of heat transfer results with re--
ported results the directional emittance (reflectance) distributions which
were selected by Hering [491 are used. Directional: errittance distributions
for ;the selected optical indices are shown in Fig. 4.4. Values of optical
indices were selected to provide hemispherical emittance values and direc-
tior,al emittance distributions characteristic of metals (t H = 0..1;
n = 23.452. 1, k =1.0) and dielectrics C(F-H = 0.5; n = 6.1038 9 k = 0.0),
(EH = 0.9; n = 1.5565, k = 0.0)].
In summary, the proposed model for rough surface radi,atioii properties
consists of the following:
(1) Directional reflectance, emittance and absorptance given by the
Fresnel relations with wavelength independent material optical
indices.
(2) Spatial distribution of reflected energy given by Beckman's BDR
model in terms of optical roughness cs/X and rms roughness pro-
file slope m.
Realizing that approximations have been introduced, it is proposed that
this model is sufficiently realistic to permit a useful investigation of
surface roughness effects on heat transfer while still incorporating a
tractable number of characteristic parameters.
4.3.3 Simplified Rough Surface BDR Model
A simplified model for rough surface BDR is discussed in this
section. The simplified model retains all characteristics of the Beckmann
BDR model with the exception that the spatial distribution of scattered
energy is diffusely distributed. Therefore, the time consuming calcu-
lation required to evaluate the Beckmann scattered BDR expression is
avoided. The simplified rough surface model and results derived using
it are hereafter designated B+DS (Beckmann Diffuse Scattered). BDS
8-►
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Figure 4.4 Directional emittance distributions
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and
p	 (61) - pd(6 1 )[1 - fs, x(9')]
bd,s,x	 Tr (4.3.3.2)
0
specular reflectance and scattered BDR are, respect;4vely,
psp^X(6' } = Pd ' 61 )fsp'X (6' )	 (4.3.3.1)
Equation (4.3.2.1) shows that the apportionment of reflected energy
to sp.ecular and diffuse components depends on optical roughness and d-
rection of illumination. This direction and wavelength dependent specu-
lar plus diffuse reflection model has been proposed [50,51,591 as a corn-
promise between realistic property representation and computational ef-
fort required for heat transfer calculations. Recently, Toor, Viskanta,
and Winter [671 reported that heat transfer evaluated using the BDS model
was in some cases in better agreement with experiment than that calcu-
lated from simple constant property specular plus diffuse reflection
analysis. However, results were insufficient to allow any general con-
clusions to be drawn.
4. 3.4 Coated Surface BDR Model
To extend the scope of this study, a surface property model
developed by Love and Francis [681 was investigated. This model gives
the BDR of a composite surface consisting of a dielectric coating with
refractive index n on an opaque metal substrate. The air-dielectric in-
terface is optically smooth, and the substrate surface in contact with
the coating is diffusely reflecting with direction independent reflectance
PD . Polarization effects are ignored. The expressions for s ,pecular
6JO
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reflectance and scattered BDR of the coated surface are
Psp (6 1 ) = pF'c(61)
	 (4.3.4.1)
and
_ 	 -T
P D 	{0 ) 1-p	 (a.) exp	 exp	 o ^-	 F ,c ' .i ^	 F, c .1	
I-
 Cos oat.J	 Laos a1J
pbd9s (e' ,6) _	 ' .	 Y	 ^	 04.3,4.2)
nn 1 - 2pD
^'' 
'1 +	
`2}
The symbols P  c ( 6') and pF c(6) denote Fres.nel reflectance of thes	 ^
air-coating interface for radiation incident from the exterior and in-
terior of the coating, respectively. The optical thickness of the coat-
ing, which is the product of the absorption coefficient and the thickness
of the coating is denoted T 0 . Furthermore,
2%
cos al = 1 _Lin
s in 28' /Zcos a2 = 1 - -^- 2 --
n
	
cos a3 =	 1n [n2	 Y2 - 1]
cos a3
	
1 =	 expl(-270/cos 9) cos 6d ,( cos 0)
0
l
	
-
12 =
	 C
	 6) cos Bd(cos 6)
cos a3
(4.3.4.3)
(4.3.4.4)
(4.3.4.5)
(4.3.4.6)
(4.3.4.7)
The specular reflectance p
sp 
(9') is the Fresnel reflectance of the
air-coating interface for wavelength independent refractive index n.
The scattered BDR is independent of both the azimuthal angle of incidence
0r
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and reflection.
Directional reflectance, which for this model is wavelength inde-
pendent, is evaluated using Eq. (4.2.2)
7r
f
/ 2
Pd{9') = psp(9') * 27r 	 pbd,s(9',9) sin 6 cos 60
0=0
(4.3.4. 8y
Directional ab ,s.o.rptance, hemispherical emittance, directional
emittance follow from Eqs. (4.2.3) 1, (4.2.7), and (4.2.8), respectively. .
In [681, specular reflectance, scattered BDR, and directional re-
flectance were illustrated for selected values of coating refractive in-
dex, optical thickness, substrate reflectance, and direction of illumin-
ation. The authors concluded that, for other parameters fixed, the mag-
nitude of reflected energy accounted for by the scattered BDR decreases
with increasing optical thickness of the coating. As the optical thick-
ness of the coating approaches zero, the magnitude of reflected energy
approaches that which is reflected by the substrate in the absence of a
coating. Hence, the specular reflectance is zero, and the scattered BDR
is direction independent and equal to PD/7r. For finite optical thickness,
the energy reflected by the coated surface consists of two components:
First, incident energy which undergoes specular reflection at the air-
coating interface, and second, energy which is refracted into the coating
and re-emerges from the air-coating; interface after undergoing one or
more intervening diffuse reflections at the substrate-coating interface.
As optical thickness becomes large, the scattered BDR approaches zero,
and the reflectance of the coated surface nearly equals the Fresnel re-
fle:ctance of the dielectric coating material.
Specular reflectance, directional reflectance, scattered BDR, and
I
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directional emittance are illustrated in Figs. 4.5-4.7 for a selected
set of parameters. The values for ^efractive index, optical thickness,
and substrate reflectance selected are representative of thermoplastic
coatings on bright metal substrates [681. The values employed were
1.55.65, 0.1, and 0.75, respectively.
Specul.ar reflectance p sp W) and directional reflectance pd(6' ) are
shown in Fig. 4.5 versus the polar angle of illumination 6 1 . Both the
specular and directional reflectance are nearly constant for angle of
incidence between 0 and 50 degrees, and then increase rapidly to unity
for angle of incidence equal to 9 ,0 degrees. For prescribed polar angle
of incidence the difference between the directional reflectance and
specular reflectance is equal to the magnitude of the energy accounted
for by the scattered B-7R.
Scattered BAR pbd,s(6',6) versus the polar angle of reflection 8
with polar angle of illumination 6' as a parameter is shown in Fig. 4.6.
For purposes of comparison, BAR for a diffusely reflecting surface is
shown as a dashed curve for angle of illumination equal to 0, 70, and 8'5
degrees. The magnitude of scattered R R is a weak function of the angle
of incidence from 0 to about 60 degrees, but then decreases rapidly for
greater angles of incidence. This is explained by noting that according
to Fig. 4.5, for angle of incidence less, than 60 degrees the fraction of
' F .	 incident energy refracted into the coating material [ pd (01)psp(6!)]
s
is nearly constant. With further increase of the angle of incidence,
the magnitude of energy refracted into the coating decreases sharply due
to the rapid increase of the specular reflectance of the coating material..
The shapes of the scattered BAR distributions are similar for each of the
selected angles of illumination. For 6 less than 60 degrees, scattered
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BDR is nearly constant and approximately 7 percent larger than the cor-
responding diffuse reflection results. For greater angles of reflection,
BDR reduces rapidly to zero at 6 = 9 ,0 degrees.
It should be noted that the coated surface BDR model differs sig-
nificantly from the rough surface Beckmann model. AW.ough both models
have direction dependent specular components which increase with in-
creasing angle of illumination, their scattered BDR components are very
different. The Beckmann model predicts strong forward scattering of
energy with little energy scattered out of the plane of incidence. The
coated surface model, however, predicts an azimuthally symmetric spatial
distribution of scattered energy which, for the selected material proper-
ties, is .4early diffuse except for angles of reflection greater than 6:0
de:r.eels. According to the Beckmann model, hemispherical emittance is not
altered by surface roughness. Hence, the rough surface exhibits the
hemispherical emittance of the constituent material. The coated surface,
however, exhibits hemispherical emittance intermediate to those for the
coating and substrate materials. Use of these two different models in
heat transfer calculations facilitates a more comprehensive evaluation
of directional property effects.
Directional emittance e d (6) for the coated surface is shown in
Fig 4.7. The characteristic shape of the directional emittance curve
is similar to that exhibited by optically smooth dielectrics as pre-
dieted by electromagnetic theory. Integration of directional emittance
over half-space yields a hemispherical emittance value for the composite
surface of 0.6117. In the absence of a coating and for large coating
thickness, the surface hemispherical emittance is 0.25 (substrate emit-
tance) and 0.9 (coating emittance), respectively.
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It was shown in Section 4.3.4 that the scattered component
of BDR for the composite surface differs significantly from that for dif-
fu.e reflection only for large polar angles of reflection. To investi-
gate the importance of this difference, heat transfer results were ob-
tained for surface properties identical to those for the composite sur-
face but with the spatial distribution of scattered energy taken diffuse.
This model and results obtained with it are designated CSDS (Coated Sur-
face Diffuse Scattered BDR). The specular reflectance and scattered
compo11int of BDR are, respectivFly,
psp(6') = pF,c (0 1 )	 (4.3.5.1)
and
pbd, s (9') = d	
Tr 
SP 
•	 (4.3.5.2)
The variables appearing on the right-hand side of D.qs . (4.3.5.1) and
(4.3.5.2) were discussed in Se ction 4.3.4.
4.3.6 Diffuse elus Specul.ar Approximate BDR Models
To investigate the surface property detail required for ac-
curate prediction of radiant transfer, other approximate reflection
models were considered. These models represent the distribution of re-
fleeted energy in terms of specular and diffuse reflectance components
with apportionment of reflected energy to each component independent of
0r
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the direction of incident energy. Directional reflectance is written as
the sum of a specular component p sp(6') and a diffuse component pD(6').
Pd(6') = psp (6') + pD (6')	 (4.3.6.1)
Furthermore, the specularity ratio r sp defined as
ps (6')
rsp = p. 6
^ 	 (4.3.6.2)
d
is independent of the angle of illumination 61.
Specular reflectance and scattered BDR are given as
psp(6') = pd($') rsp	 (4.3.6.3)
and
P W)
pbd,s (6')
 
= d	 U -rsp )	 (4.3.6.4)
This model and results derived from its use are denoted DSD (Directional
property a,ecular plus Diffuse). When directional reflectance is taken
independent of V', Eqs. (4.3.6.1)-(4.3.6. 4) reduce to well known expres-
sions for the gray property diffuse emission, direction ind-¢pendent specu-
lar plus diffuse reflection model. Results derived using this cc.nstant
property model are designated CSD (Constant property Epecular plus Dif-
fuse). The CSD model includes as limiting cases direction independent
specular and diffuse reflection.
0r
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5. RADIANT HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter radiant heat transfer results are pres,e:nted for uni-
form temperature adjoint plates with direction and wavelength dependent
surface properties.
In Section 5.2 local and overall heat transfer m e:s are presented
for surfaces with properties represented by the DSD property model. The
influence of angular property dependence on heat transfer for markedly
different spatial distributions of reflected energy is assessed.
Local and overall heat transfer for surfaces with properties rep-
resented by the approximate rough surface (BDS) model are investigated
in Section 5.3. The influence of optical roughness on heat transfer is
illustrated, and the results are compared to those obtained using the
less detailed DSD property model. The heat transfer results obtained
using the BDS and DSD property models are used to relate the surface
specularity parameter rs;p to the optical roughness of a surface.
In Section 5.4, local and overall heat transfer results obtained
using the detailed Beckmann rough surface property model are presented,,
and the importaaice of surface roughness on heat transfer is assessed.
Rough surface results are compared to those obtained for less detailed
property models, and the accuracy attainable with the simpler models is
evaluated.
Finally, in Section 5.5 local and overall. )eat transfer results for
coated surfaces are presented. The influence of directional property de-
pendlence is established, and the accuracy of simple property model heat
transfer predictions is investigated.
iY
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The general dependence of heat transfer on position, included angle,
hemispherical enittance, and reflection model for ad'joint plates with
direction independent properties has been fully discussed elsewhere [21
and, therefore, is only briefly summarized here. For prescribed uni-
form temperature plates, radiant heat flux is minimum at the apex and
continuously increases to the outer edge. The level of the heat trans-
fer increases as either hemispherical emittance or included angle is in-
creased. For all other conditions fixed, local heat transfer is greater
for specularly reflecting surfaces than for diffusely reflecting sur-
faces. Discussion of these general trends is not repeated in this chap-
ter. Instead, attention is directed to evaluation of variable property
effects.
Most of the constant property analysis results used for comparison
purposes in this chapter were reported earlier [2,64.69].
5.2 DIRECTIONAL PROPERTY EFFECTS FOR SIM+PLE REFLECTION MODELS
The influence on heat transfer of directional emission, absorption,
and reflection for specularly reflecting surfaces has received consider-
able attention in the literature (see Chapter 2). Although engineering
surfaces exhibit direction dependent emittance, absorptance, and re-
flectance, they do not generally reflect energy specularly. The radi-
ant heat flux results presented and discussed in this section provide
insight into the importance of directional property effects for surfaces
which are not specularly reflecting.
5.2.1 Local Heat Transfer
Dimensionless local heat flux distributions are shown in
if
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Figs. 5.1--5.4 for surfaces with properties represented by the DSD and
CSD models. Results are shown for specularity ratio values of 0.0, 0.5,
and Z.O. Figures 5.1-5.3 are for included angle Y = 45 0
 and surfaces
with hemispherical emi.ttance values equal to 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, respec-
tively. Figure 5.4 illustrates results for Y = 9,00 for each of the three
emittan ,ce values but only for the limiting values for specularity param-
eter. Following Hering [491, results obtained using the DSD and C'SD
property models are referred to as directional property (DP) and con-
stant property (CP) resultw, respectively. Hering 0.491 compared results
from DP and CP analysis for specularly reflecting surfaces. The objec-
tive here is to investigate directional property effects when the par-
ticipating surfaces are not specular reflectors. it is important to
note the magnitude of the differences between results obtained with DP
specular and DP diffuse reflection analyses. The largest differences
occur at the apex. For 'y = 45 0
 and hemispherical emittan-ce values of
0.1 5
 0.5, and 0.9, DP specular reflection results are higher than those
obtained from DP diffuse reflection analysis by approximately 32, 67,
and 14 percent, respectively. For Y = 900
 the respective differences
are reduced by a factor of five. These differences are nearly identical
to those previously reported for CP analysis. It is clear that for sys-
tems in which multiple reflections are important, knowledge of the spa-
tial distribution of reflected energy is essential for applications re-
quiring accurate heat transfer predictions even when the directional de-
pendence of emttance and absorptance are accounted for.
Several trends are common to results for the two included angles.
For the intermediate emittance value (eH = 0.5), CP results are in ex-
cellent agreement with DP results along the entire plate length for all
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values of the specular:ity parameter and both values of inciuded angle.
The largest difference between DP and CP local hea t_ flux values is ap-
proximately 2 percent, Consequently, attention is directed to the re-
sults for low (eH = 0.1) and high (eH = 0.9) emittance surfaces. For
each value of the s.pecularity parameter, the largest difference between
results obtained -using DP and CP analysis occurs for surface elements
near the apex. This is attributed to the fact that these elements re-
ceive major contributions to their irradiation from energy incident at
large angles of illumination. Furthermore, a significant portion of the
irradiation of these elements is due to energy which is emitted by the
adjacent surface at large angles of emission. These factors are im-
portant because the largest differences between direction dependent and
direction independent properties occur for polar angles greaten than
about 60 degrees (see Fig. 4.4) .
Near the apex, heat flux values obia.ined from CP analysis are
greater than those from DP analysis for low elmittance surfaces and less
for high emittance surfaces. For y = 90 0 these relationships exist
along the entire: plate length. The discrepancy between D AP and CP re-
sults is nearly independent of surface specularity for both low and high
emittance surfaces. For low emittance surfaces the maximum differences
are approximately 8 and 5 percent for y = 45 1 and 9 ,0 1
 , respectively.
For high emittance surfaces the respective maximum discrepancies are
25 and 12 percent.
The major difference between results for y w 450 &ad y = NO is
that the discrepancy between DP and CP results is generally larger for
the former. This is evidence of the greater importance of interreflec-
tion phenomena and of irradiation at large angles of illumination for
Y = 450.
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An interesting comparison may be made between present results and
those reported by Schoenhorst and Vis-kanta [51j for local heat flux on
identical, equal temperature, r ..-Iii-.i,nfini.te, parallel plates. For emit-
tance values less than 0.3'4 L^-A a plate spacing-to-width ratio value of
0.5 , these investigators red,-)rted discrepancies between DP and C'P heat
flux results which -sere muc.: larger for s:pecular than for diffuse re-
flectior. (in >o^rr. :uses mere t4an ten times larger). For the adjoirt
plate syste-; neat transfer is much less s ens itive to the specu-
larity of -0-(L, , ,.irfa^ces .
5 ..2	 Heats Transfer
'timersionless overall heat transfer per unit width is pre-
se: *t-,d ; . 1 Table 5.1. The influence of the reflectance model on total
r fi tr.-^,:sfer in the adjoi.nt plate system is not very great. This is
attributed Lo the dominance of emission over absorbed incident radiation
for a major portion of the plate surface. For the smaller included
angle, total heat transfer evaluated using directional property analy-
sis and a spec:ular reflection model is greater than that calculated with
a diffuse reflection model by 13 perce nt
 for the intermediate emittance
surface. The same comparison for low and high emittance. surfaces re-
veals that the total heat transfer differences are reduced to 7 and 5
percent, respectively. For the larger included angle the aforementioned
differences are reduced by approximately a factor of three. The influ-
ence of the refle ction model on total heat transfer is not significantly
different from that reported for constant property analysis.
Inspection of the total heat transfer results presented in
Table 5.1 shows that constant property analysis yields results which are
_ _..
	
w..
E H
Spec.ularity	 Parameter	 p bpd
1.0
-	 -
0.5 0_ ..0
DP CP DP CP DP CP
45 6 0.1 0.0895 0.0906 0.0869 0.0-877 0.0835 0.0838
0.5 0.304 0.304 0..285 0.286 0.268 0.267
0.9 0.378 0.376 0.369 0.370 0.359 0.364
90° 0.1 0.0965 0.0971 0.0947 0.0958
0.5 0.425 0.427 0.410 0.412
0.9 0.677 0.663 0.668	 10-655
}
TABLE 5.1
Overall heat transfer (Q/L)/6T 4
 from DP and CP property models
..
N
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in excellent agreement with those obtained using directional property
analysis. The largest difference which is less than 3 percent is ob-
served for specularly reflecting surfaces of high emittance with the
larger value for included angle. Thus, constant property analysis ac-
curately predicts overall heat transfer in the adjoint plate system.
5.2.3 Conclusions
Radiant heat flux distributions evaluated for equal tempera-
ture identical adjoint plates demonstrate that the spatial distribution
of reflected energy can significantly influence local flux values. The
use of a representative reflectance model for a given surface is par-
titularly important for surface elements of intermediate and low emit-
tance surfaces which experience large radiant interaction with other
elements and receive major contributions to their irradiation from
energy incident at large angles of incidence. For the system studied,
the directional dependence of surface properties was unimportant for
surfaces of intermediate eMI'ttance and analysis which completely ignores
directional property dependence is exceptionally accurate. For the
critical surface elements mentioned above, disregard of directional
property dependence yields high flux values for low emittance surfaces
and low flux values for high emittance surfaces. Directional property
effects were most pronounced for the high emittance surface where the
lack of accounting for surface property detail gave a 25 percent error
in local flux. The error incurred by analysis which ignores directional
property dependence was nearly independent of the specularity of the
surface. Directional dependence of surface properties is not important
for evaluating overall.hoat transfer and :constant property analysis gave
rf
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accurate overall heat transfer results.
5.3 BDS PROPERTY MODEL RESULTS
In the previous section significant differences in local heat flux
values were observed between the results for markedly different spatial
distributions of reflected energy. For applications requiring precise
heat transfer calculations neither the specular nor diffuse reflectance
model may, adequately dcscribe reflection from engineering surfaces. A
more detailed model for the spatial distribution of reflected energy may
be required. The direction independent specular plus diffuse reflectance
model is attractive because its use yields a tractable analysis for ra-
diant heat transfer. No information is available, however, to guide se-
lect on of the apportionment of reflected energy to the specular and
diffuse reflectance components for engineering materials.
In Section 5.3.1 heat flux distributions calculated using the BDS
property model are presented. According to this rough surface reflec-
tance model, the specularity of a rough surface depends both on the di-
rection and wavelength of incident energy as well as the rms surface
roughness- 11eight cr. It is convenient to interpret heat transfer results
as total values. For this purpose, optical, roughness a/X is replaced by
a characteristic optical roughness c7 /A a where Jac
 is a characteristic wave-
length of emitted radi..atior.,. The heat transfer results can also be
viewed as spectral values. General characteristics of the heat transfer
results are dis-cusised, the influence of Q/X c
 is illustrated, and the im-
portant range of optical roughness insofar as heat transfer is concerned
is defined.
The BDS model and DSD model heat flux distributions are used
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to develop a correlation between the spe^cularity parameter p sp/pd and
the optical roughness parameter a/Jl c in Section 5.3.2. The application
of the correlation is extended in Section 5.3.3 to other geometrical ar-
rangements of int eracting surfaces, and overall heat transfer,  results
are presented and discussed in Section 5.3.4. Finally, the results are
summarized in Section 5.3.5.
5.3.1 Focal Heat Transfer
Dimensionless local heat transfer results for y = 45 0 and
hemispherical emittance values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 are presented in
Figs. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, respectively. In each figure results are shown
for selected values for optical roughness from zero to very large values.
The results labeled alAC = 0.0 and CF/a c 	are those obtained using the
DSD property model with specular reflection and diffuse reflection, re-
spectively. As expected, for all emittance values local heat flux in-
creases
 
monotonically from a minimum value for diffuse reflection to a
	
-,;	 maximum for specular reflection. More important, however, is the ob-
servation that the heat flux distributions corresponding to optical
roughness values of 0.01 and 1.0 are indistinguishable from those ob-
tained using a spe.cular reflection model and a diffuse reflection model,
respectively. Furthermore, even for a/Xc = 0.05 and a/X c ; 0.5 the maxi-
mum discrepancies between BDS model heat flux results and those for the
simpler reflection models are less than 6, B. and 2 percent for emit-
1
'	 E
tance values of 0.1, 0.5 , and 0.9 , respectively. Hr nce , local heat flux
may be calculated to engineering accuracy, using a specular reflection
model for a/ac < 0.05 and employing a diffuse reflection model for
c/ac > 0.5. In the intermediate range of optics) roughness
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(0.05 < cy/X c
 < 0.5) a specular plus diffuse veflectance model should be
used to evaluate local radiant flux.
As pointed out above, the transition in local heat flux from that
corresponding to a specular reflection model to that corresponding to a
diffuse reflection model is confined to the range of optical roughness
values between 0.01 and 1.0. The characteristics of this transition
can be observed from the results presented in Fig. 5.8. There is shown
the ratio of the difference between local flex for specular reflection
and that for arbitrary optical roughness to the difference between lo-
cal flux for specular and diffuse reflection at x/L = 0.05. Although
the results shown are for a position near the apex where interreflections
are important, they are representative of those at other locations on
the plate. The transition from specular to diffuse reflection heat
transfer results occurs most rapidly for the intermediate emttance sur-
face and least rapidly for the large em.ittance surface. The results for
the low e-mittance surface lie between those for intermediate and large
emitt an,ce .
5.3.2 Correlation of Specularity Parameter with Optical Roughness
A detailed comparison of local heat flux calculated with the
DSD and the BDS property models was made for Y = 450 . The purpose of
this study was to determine whether the simpler DSD property model could
satisfactorily predict radiant heat transfer between rough surfaces with
properties represented by the more complex BDS property model. For a
rough surface with a characteristic optical roughness a/a c , the problem
essentially reduces to relating optical roughness of the B ADS model to
the spe:cularity parameter psp/pd of the DSD model, that is, to the
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Figure 5.8 Transition from specular to diffuse reflection local heat
flux values from BD.S property model (x/L = 0.05)
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apportionment of reflected energy between the specular and diffuse re-
flectance components of the DSD model. Since local radiant flux is most
sensitive to the spatial distribution of reflected energy at locations
near the apex, initial comparison of flux results was limited to this
region. To facilitate this study the heat flux results obtained at
x/L = 0.05 with the BDS and DSD models were used to construct Figs. 5.8
and 5.9. The former illustration was discussed previously. In Fig. 5.9
the ratio of the difference between local flux for specular reflection
(psp/pd = 1.0) and that for arbitary psp /pd to the difference between
local flux for specular reflection and that for diffuse reflection
(p
sp d/p = 0.0) is shown. For each emittance a value of optical rough-
ness was selected and the corresponding relative heat flux difference
evaluated from Fig. 5.8. Entering Fig. 5.9 with the relative heat flux
difference just determined, the corresponding value of the specularity
parameter was evaluated from the curve appropriate to the chosen sur-
face emittance. This procedure was repeated for a number of Q/a c values
for each emittance and Fig. 5.10 was constructed from the results. Since
the relationship between the specularity parameter and optical roughness
illustrated in Fig. 5.10 was established for only a single position, it
is of interest to examine the validity of the correlation at other plate
locations. Local heat transfer calculated with the DSD model analysis
employing the spe-cularity parameter-optical roughness correlation de-
veloped is compared to the results of BDS analysis in Figs. 5.11-5.13
for emittance values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, respectively. BDS model re-
salts are shown as solid curves and DSD model results as dashed curves..
Agreement of B,DS and DSD model heat flux distribution is excellent over
the entire plate length for each emittance value. The maximum discrepancy
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is less than 2 percent. The following general characteristics are ap-
parent, however. For low emittance and optical roughness less than
about 0.2, DSD model results are low for all x/b values greater than
0.05. For high emittance, DSD model results are low for optical rough-
ness less than 0.2 and high for optical roughness greater than 0.2.
5.3.3 Extension of Specularity Parameter-Optical Roughness Cor-
relation
Since no other information is apparently available to guide
selection of the specularity parameter, an attempt is made to extend the
spe:cularity parameter-optical roughness correlation of the previous
section. The purpose of this eytension is to provide thermal designers
with a means of approximately accounting fo g^ surface roughness iffects
in heat transfer calculations for systems other than adjoint plates un-
til more complete results are available.
The procedure used to develop the correlation of Fig. 5.10 was re-
peated for other representative plate locations and the results are
shown in Figs. 5.14-5.16 for emittance values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, re--
spe 'Avely. it is apparent that significant differences from the curves
developed for x/L = 0.05 exist at other plate locations. These differ-
ences, however, are not important insofar as local radiant faux values
in the adj ,oint plate system are concerned since, as shown earlier, the
flux distributions from DSD analysis obtained using the correlation of
Fig. 5.10 were in excellent agreement with BDS results (maximum error
2 percent). They may he important for other geometrical arrangement of
surfaces. With this possibility in mind appropriate alterations of the
results in Fig. 5.'-, O are recommended.
Recall that the non-uniformity of local heat flux in the adjoins
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plate system is attributed to the diminishing importance of interreflec-
teal energy (radiant interaction with the adjacent surface) with increas-
ing distance from the apex. The x/L regions from 0.0 to 0.1 1 0.1 to
0.6, and 0.6 -to 1.0 may be considered regions of large, moderate, and
low radiant interaction. Interpreting the correlations of Figs. 5.14-
5.16 for the various x/L values leads to the following recommendations
for the evaluation of heat transfer in systems of rough surfaces.
(1) For optical roughness values equal to and greater than 1.0 ,
use the directional diffuse property model.
(2) For optical roughness values equal to and less than 0.01, use
the directional specular property model.
(3) W+t,.en the radiant interaction between the surfaces of the sys-
tem is large and 0.01 < a/A < 1.0, use the directional specu-
lar plus diffuse property model with the specularity parameter
evaluated from Fig. 5.10. For moderate radiant interaction
between surfaces increase the specular:ty parameter value de-
termined from Fig. 5.10 by 2 ,0 to 30 percent. In situations
where radiant i.nteract yon is small increase the ps /Pd value
read from Fig. 5.1.0 by 80 to 10,0 percent as emitta-Rce increases
from low to intermediate values. For larger emittance values
the percentage increase in p /p d is less attaining a value of
no more than 35 percent for 1,hrge F..
5.3.4 Overall Heat Transfer
Dimensionless overall heat transfer rates per unit width ob-
tamed wi l-h the BUS property model for 45 degree included angle are pre-
sented in Fi,g. 5.17 for hem.1spherical emittance values 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9.
Results for selected values of optical roughness are tabulated for con-
venience in Table 5.2.
Overall heat transfer is less sensitive to surface roughness than
is local heat transfer. As d1scusaed in Section 5.2.2, overall heat
transfer for specular WX c : 0.0) reflection is larger t:-an that for
diffuse (Q/X -+,w) reflection by 13 percent for the intermediate
c
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emittance surfaces. For the low and high ernittance surfaces, specular
analysis results are high by 7 and 5 percent, respectively.
For intermediate emittance surfaces and Q/A C < 0.05 , overall heat
transfer predicted by the simpler specular reflection analysis is high
by less than 2 percent. Furthermore, for high ctad low emittance sur-
faces the specular analysis results are high by no more than 1 percent.
The diffuse reflection overa:1 heat transfer results for each emittance
value are lower than the BDS results by less than 1.5 percent for
G/X > 0.5. In the range of optical roughness 0.05 < Q/A < 0.5 the
DSD model can be used to reduce uncertainty in overall heat transfer
predictions for rough surfaces. In this regard the psp/pd -- Q/a c
 cor-
relation of Fig. 5.10 was investigated to determine whether it yields
acceptable overall heat transfer results. Using the specularity-rough
ness correlation of Fig, 5.10, overall heat transfer results were ob--
taine-d with the DSD property model and are compared to B-DS model results
in Fig. 5.17. Dashed lines representing DSD model results are distin-
guish-able from the more detailed BDS model results (shown as solid lines)
only for the intermediate emittance surfaces. However, in this case the
maximum error is less than 1.5 percent.
S. 3.5 Conclusions
The results reported in this section for radi.ant heat trans-
fer in the adjoint plate system support the following conclusions. First
the transition from specular to diffuse reflection model heat transfer
occurs in the optical roughness range 0.01 < a/Xc < 1.0. For
OAC
 < 0.01 a specular reflection model accurately predicts local flux
distributions while for a/a > 1.0 a diffuse reflection model isc-
i
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appropriate. In the transition region a specular plus diffuse reflec-
tance model sh-ould be employed. Second, a correlation of the speculari-
ty parameter value required for DSD analysis was developed in terms of
the optical roughness of the surface. The use of this correlation gave
flux distributions which were in excellent agreement along the entire
plate length. Third, recommendations are suggested for the application
of the correlation to other systems of different geometrical arrange-
ment. Fourth, roughness effects on overall heat. transfer are less im-
portant than for local flux. For c/Xe < 0.0-5 specular reflection analy--
sis gives accurate results while for Q/A c
 > 0.5 diffuse reflection analysis
is adequate. In the transition region the s;pecularity parameter-optical
roughness correlation obtained for local flux in conjunction with the
DSD property analysis yields excellent overall heat transfer results.
5.4 BECKMANIN PROPERTY MODEL RESULTS
In this section local and overall radiant heat transfer results
are presented for adjoint plates with 45 and 90 degree included angle.
Surface radianion properties are represented by the Beckmann BDR mods"l.
Radiant flux distributions are reported for surfaces with low to high
emittance and s:el:ecte!d values for the roughness parameters. The in-
fluence of the surface roughness parameters optical roughness (Q/a) and
rms roughness slope (m) on radiant flux is established. Although the
heat flux distributions may be considered spectral values, it is con-
venient to interr ret them as total values by replacing Q/A witt,, a con-
stant characteristic optical roughness cr/A C where Jac
 is a characteristic
wavelength of emitted energy. Finally, the heat transfer results ob-
tained using the Beckmann BDR model are compared to those calculated
f
0J.
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with less detailed property models. For brevity, heat transfer for
surfaces with properties represented by the Beckmann model are referred
to as rough surface results.
5.4.1 Large Optical Roughness (LOR) Beckmann BUR Model Results
5.4.1.1 Local Heat Transfer
Dimensionless local heat transfer for rough sur-
faces with properties repre lsented by the large optical roughness (LO!R)
Beckmann BDR model with rms roughness slope (m) equal to 0.14 is shown
in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 for Y - 45 0 and 900 , respectively. In each
figure, results are presented for emittance values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9,
Also included in each figure are flux distributions evaluated with
simpler surface property models. Distributions obtained using constant
c,'noperty (CP) analysis which ignores all directional dependence of sur-
face properties are illustrated for both diffuse reflection (curves de-
noted CSD with psp /pd = 0.0) and specular reflection (curves denoted CSD
with psp/Pd w 1.0). Results evaluated employing directional property
(DP) analysis which accounts for the directional dependence of surface 	 a
properties but approximates the spatial distribution of reflected energy
in terms of a specular component and a diffuse component are also in-
eluded for the limiting cases of diffuse reflection (curves denoted DSD
with psp/pd = 0.0) and specular reflection (curves denoted DSD with
psp/pd w 1.0).
For both in-eluded angles, the rough surface heat flux distribution
for low emittance (e i = 0.1) and intermediate emittance (s H = 0.5) sur-
faces lies between those evaluated from CP analysis using diffuse and
specular reflection models. This is not the case, however, for the high
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emittance (e = 0.9) surface. Near the apex where the largest difference
between CP and rough surface results is evident, rough surface flux is
greater than that calculated from CP analysis. This clearly contradicts
the often stated idea that real surface heat flux is bounded by that
a
	 calculated using a diffuse and a specular reflection model. except
a
near the apex of low emittance perpendicular plaices, CP specular re-
fl,.:ction analysis yields results which are in closer agreement with the
rough surface flux distributions than does CP analysis employing a dif-
fuse reflection model. For y = 45 0 9 CP specular reflection results de-
viate from rough surface heat fluxes by a maximum of 13, 12, and 22 per-
cent for emittance values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, respectively. For per-
pendicular plates, the respective errors are lower by a factor of three
to four.
The flux distributions evaluated with DP analysis and a specular
reflection model are generally in closest agreement with the rough sur-
face results with the largest discrepancies found at the apex. DP analy-
sis with a specular reflection model yields results for both included
angles which are nearly indistinguishable from the rough surface results
for high emittance surfaces and within 1 percent for all emittance
values when y = 9,00 . This exceptional agreement deteriorates somewhat
for the smaller value f(,r included angle and yields flux errors which
are no larger than 6 and 13 percent for the low and intermediate emit-
tance surfaces, respectively.
5.4.1.2 Overall Ezat Transfer
Dimensionless overall heat transfer rates per
unit width obtained with the Beckmann LOR property model for rms
ri
1.0 a
roughness slope (m) equal to 0.14 are tabulated in Table 5.3 for
Y = 450 and 9,0 0 . For both included angles, results are presented for
e--mittan-ce values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9. Also included for comparison
are results obtained with the simpler CSD and DSD property models for
both specular and diffuse reflection. Directional property analysis
with a specular reflection model yields overall heat transfer results
in excellent agreement with rough surfs.ce results. In each case the DP
specular reflection results are high, but the maximum error is less than
1.5 percent. Constant property specular,
 reflection analysis also yields
excellent results with the maximum error les ms than 3 percent.
5.4.2 Influence of Surface Raughnesz on Heat Transfer
5.4.2.1 Local Heat Transfer
The generally excellent agreement of Local heat
flux distribution evaluated using DP specular,
 reflection analysis with
the results calculated using the large optical roughness Beckmann B,DR
model for m = 0.14 is particularly significant. Recall that the afore-
mentioned rough surface property model corresponds to the maximum degree
of scattering of reflected energy for which the Beckmann model satis-
fies the conservation ' of energy requirement. For optical roughness
values which may not be considered large and for roughness slope values
equal to or less than m = 0.14, the spatial distribution of reflected
energy more closely approximates that peculiar to a specularly reflect-
ing surface. Hence, rough surface flux distributions obtained using
finite values for optical roughne , s and m < 0.14 should lie intermediate
to those obtained using the large optical roughness Beckmann BDR model
and those evaluated with the directional specular property model. It
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45 0 0.1 0.090_6 0.083:8 0.0895 0..0835 0.08;8
0.5 0.304 0.267 0.304 0.268 0.300
0.9 0.376 0.364 0.378 0.359 0.376
90 0 0.1 0.0971 0.095:8 0.0965 0.0947 0.0963
0.5 0.427 0.412 0.425 0.410 0.424
0.9 0.663 0.655 0.677 0.668 0.677
F-
TABLE 5.3
Overall heat transfer ( Q./L) /crT 4 from various property models
i
•follows that, for finite optical roughness and m < 0.14, rough surface
flux distributions w-111 be in even closer agreement with those calcu-
lated using DP specular reflection analysis.
Dimensionless radiant heat flux distributions calculated with the
LOR BDR model and m = 0.0-94 were found almost indistinguishable from
those presented earlier in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 for m = 0.14. To illus-
trate the influence of decreasing rms roughness slope, Fig. 5.20 was
constructed utilizing a greatly expanded ordinate scale. There is shown
the Local flux distributions evaluated using the LOR Beckmann model with
m = 0.14 and m = 0.0,94 as well as that calculated with the DSD model for
Y = 900 and e  = 0.1. As expected, local rough surface heat flux ap-
proaches the results of DP specular reflection analysis as rms surface
roughness slope diminishes. Local heat transfer results are presented
for Y = 450 in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 for emittanee values of 0.1 and 0.5,
respectively, and for y = N O in Fig. 5.23 for a low e-mittance surface.
The flux distributions calculated using a number of different surface
property models are included in each figure. Results evaluated with
the general Beckmann B +D AR model are shown for values of the characteris-
tic optical roughness (o'/ac ) and rms roughness slope (m) of 0.1 and 0.14,
respectively. Also illustrated are the results evaluated using the large
optical roughness Beckmann B IDER expression employing an identical value
of roughness slope as that used with the more general Beckmann B-DR model.
The distributions obtained using the less detailed DSD and CSD property
models are included for comparison purposes as are those obtained with
the approximate rough surface BDS model with a/A : 0.1. The flux dis_.
tributions evaluated employing the general Beckmai. 'M property model
confirm the arguments cited earlier. Local flux results for a/ pl c = 0.1
III
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and m = 0.14 lie between those calculated with the LDR Beckmann model
for an identical value of roughness slope and those calculated with the
DP specular reflection model and are in even closer agreement with those
evaluated with DP specular reflection analysis.
Comparison of the radiant flux distributions calculated with the
Beckmann model and those evaluated with the BDS reflectance model using
an identical optical roughness value provides insight into the influence
of the spatial distribution of reflected energy on local heat flux. Re-
call that the only difference between these surface property models is
that the BDS model assumes scattered energy is diffusely distributed
rather than spatially distributed according to the complex expression
for the Beckmann model, scattered energy component. It is evident from
a comparison of the flux distributions presented in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22
that the error introduced by using a diffuse distribution of reflected
energy is significant and local flux errors of approximately 8 and 18
percent for emittance values 0.1 and 0.5, respectively, are introduced.
Although these discrepan,ci.es are not small, they are considerably less
than those incurred when surface roughness is completely disregarded
and d1irectional property analysis employing a diffuse reflection model
is used. Thus the. -complex caleta.lat ions required to fully account for
roughness effects may be avoided and the rough surface flux distribution
bracketed by the results cif directional prope-igty analysis with a specu-
lar reflection model and the results of BDS analysis employing the op-
tical roughness of the rough surface. This )rocedure significantly re-
duces the region of uncertainty for The rough s , wfmce local flux from
that which would exist if directional property analyses with a specular
and a diffuse reflection model were employed to bound rough surface
0r
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flux. As the optical roughnness of the surface increases, however, the
worth of this procedure diminishes since,as shown earlier s the results
of BDS analysis for a/A C = 1.0 are identical to those evaluated with
DSD analysis using a diffuse reflection model.
5.4.2.2 Overall Heat Transfer
Dimensionless overall great transfer rates per
unit width obtained with the Beckmann BDR model for the roughness pa-
ramet:er values discussed in S-ection 5.4.2.1 and results obtained with
several simpler property models are summarized in Table 5.4. The re-
suits omitted from the table were not calculated. It is evident that
for large optical roughness overall heat flux approaches the results of
directional property specular reflection analysic as rms slope diminishes.
Furthermore, an identical trend occurs for fixed rms roughness slope as
optical roughness diminishes. As discussed in the previous section, the
BDS results for the rough surface optical roughness may be used to re-
duce the uncertainty of rough surface overall heat transfer from that
which would exist if directional property analyses with a specular and
a diffuse reflection model were employed to bound rough surface heat
flux. For example,
Y = 4-50
 are bounded
sults and BDS model
percent for emi.ttan
the Beckmann results for a /X c = 0.1, m = 0.14, and
by the directional property s;pecular reflection re--
rescits for (T/X 0 = 0.1 with uncertainty of 2 and 4
::e values 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. However, the
corresponding uncertainties of rough surface results when bounded by
directional property apecul.ar and diffuse reflection results are 7 and
12 percent, respectively.
E H
Property	 Model
CSD
psp/pd =1.0
DSD
pSP/pd =14
Beckmann
BDS
^/X C = 0.1
CSD
PSp/pd = 0:0
DS:D
psR/ d =00
SO,R BDR	 LOR	 B'DR
crA = 0.1
m =CO. 14 rn=0094 m = 0.14
Oa 0.0906 0.0895 0.0890 0:088'8 0.0'888 0.0878 0.0838 0.0835
45'D 0.5 0.304 0304 0.300 0.300 0 300 0.292 0.267 0.268
0.9 0.376 0.378 0.377 0.376 0.374 0.364 0.3.59
0.1 0.0971 0.0965 0.0963 0.0964 00963 0.0958 0:0947
900 0.5 0.427 0.425 0.425 0.424 0.412 0.410
0.9 0.663 0.677 0.677 0.677 0.655 0.668
•
I
TABLE 5.4
Rough surface overall heat transfer (Q/L ) /C7T 4
from various property models
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5.4.3 A Thermal Design Cons ideration
in most engineering applications, it is impractical to in-
corporate the detailed rough surface radiation properties, particularly
bidirectional reflectance, into design calculations. For such situations,
it would be useful to have available an easily determined measure of sur-
face specularity to enable design engineers to choose between a specular
and a diffuse refle ction model for the representation of surface proper-
ties in design calculations. One such measure is briefly discussed here.
An experimental technique which has been suggested for obtaining a
measure of the specularity of a surface may be summarized as follows:
Illuminate a surface at polar angle 6' with a beam of radiant energy of
known stolid angle, Awi , and measure both the energy reflected into an
equal size solid angle, Awr , about the specular direction and the energy
reflected throughout entire hemispherical space. The ratio of the energy
reflected into the specular solid angle to that reflected throughout the
hemisphere is denoted by the symbol R sp (6;dw i.) and is represented in
terms of bidirectional reflectance by the followin=g expression
R (O',	 .	 1	 ' t
sp Aw i - p (al) Pbd( ^$:$,^¢} cos AdwrPd A =Aw.
For surfaces which are specular reflectors R
sp is equal to unity. For
other surfaces, R
sp is less than unity and depends on direction and solid
angle of illumination. As an .illustration, consider illumination of a
sample at normal incidence with a beam solid angle of 0.0-03 st radians .
If the sample were a diffusely refle-cting surface, the value for R is
sp
approximately 0.0009. If the sample BDR was well represented by the
LOR Beckmann model, the value for Rsp is about 0.006. Although the Rsp
0'	 r
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value for the rough surface is more than a factor of 6 larger than that
for a diffusely reflecting surface, it is indeed small in comparison to
that for a specularly reflectin=g surface. One could infer from this
measurement then that a diffuse reflection modal is more appropriate for
analysis than a specular reflection model. However, in view of the
generally excellent agreement of the rough surface heat transfer results
with those employing a specular reflection model, the above inference
from the cited measurement procedure is obviously incorrect. The quanti-
ty Rsip apparently is not a sufficient measure of surface specularity.
A more detailed measure of the spatial distribution of reflected energy
is needed and the determination of such a measure merits further study.
5.4.4 Conclusions
Rough surface heat transfer calculations for the adj oint
plate system were confined to values of the rough surface parameters,
namely, optical roughness (a/X c ) and roughness slope (m) , for which the
Beckmann BDR satisfied the conservation of energy requirement. The
limitation restricted surface roughness slope to values equal to and
less than 0.14. The following conclusions may be drawn from the results.
(1) Local radiant flux evaluated with the LOR Beckmann model for
the maximum degree of scattering-of incident energy was only
slightly less than that calculated with a spe-cular reflection
model which accounted for the directional dependence of surface
properties. Excellent agreement was observed between the lo-
cal flux calculated using the aforementionf.d property models
except at the apex for the smaller in,clud;dd angle and surfaces
of intermediate and low emittance where the maximum differences
were-.13 and 6 percent, respectively. Significantly poorer
agreement is found between rough surface radiant flux and that
evaluated with a specular refle-ction model which ignores the
directional dependence of s-urface properties. The error, how-
ever, is limited to less than 25 percent.
01.20
{ 2) As roughness slope decrea.ses , local radiaiit flux evaluated with
the LOUR Beckmann model .n-creases with the flux values confined
to the small region between those calculated with m = 0.14 and
those calculated for direction dependent surface properties em-
ploying a specular reflect-ion model. Thus ., as roughness slope
decreases, the discrepancy between rough surface local flux
and that from DP analysis with a specular reflection model di-
minishes. The same trend is observed when optical roughness is
reduced while other parameters are fixed.
(3) The difficult calculations associated with the use of the
Beckmann scattered energy expression may be avoided and the low
and high flux limit for the rough surface flux bracketed by the
values calculated using the BDS property model with rough sur-
face optical roughness and the DSD model with specular reflec-
tion, respectively. Even the BDS model calculations may be
avoided by employing DSD analysis with the specularity param-
eter evaluated from surface optical roughness and the psp/pd
correlation with a/A.c presented earlier. Note, however, that
the region of uncertainty for the rough surface flux increases
as opticalGal roughness incre asez .
(4) The shortcorings of a proposed technique for estimating specu-
larity of a surface have been illustrated.
(5) Overall heat transfer obtained for the LOR Beckmann property
model with m = 0.14 was only slightly less than that obtained
with a directional property specular reflection model. The
maximum discrepancy was less than 1.5 percent. Furthermore,
constant property specular reflection analysis gave results
within 3 percent of the rough surface values.
5.5 COATED SURFACE PROPERTY MODEL RESULTS
In this section, dimensionless local and overall radiant heat trans-
fer results are presented for the adjoint plate system of included angle
y = 450 with surface properties represented by the coated surface BDR
model. The major reason that this study was undertaken in an investi-
gation almost entirely devoted to surface roughness effects on radiant
heat transfer, was to provide further insight into the influence of the
spatial distribution of scattered energy on local radiant flux. Recall
that the greatest difference between the Beckmann rough surface BDR
model and the coated surface BDR model lies in the spatial distribution
r121
of scattered energy. According to the Beckmann BDR model, scattered
energy is concentrated into directions not far removed from the specu-
lar direction. The coated surface BDR model on the other hand, posses-
ses a distribution of scattered energy which is more representative of
a diffusely reflecting surface. Before passing on to these results, how-
ever, heat transfer for the coated surface is compared to that evaluated
using analysis in which e ither the coating or the substrate properties
are ignored. For the former situation, surface properties are taken as
those of the substrate. All properties are wavelength and direction in-
dependent with reflection diffuse and hemispherical emittance equal to
0.25. For the latter situation, surface properties are taken as those
of an infinitely thick slab of coating material with an optically smooth
surface. Angular dependent propertie s were calculated from the Fresnel
relations for wavelength independent optical indices n and k equal to
1.55165 and 0.0, respectively. Reflection is specular with hemispherical
emittance equal to 0.9. Finally, the coated surface heat flux distri-
bution is compared to that predicted by several less detailed surface
property models which employ the apparent hemispherical emittance of the
c4 rated surface.
5.5.1 Coating and Substrate Property Effects on Heat Transfer
5.5.1.1 Local Heat Transfer
Dimensionless radiant heat flux distributions are
presented in Fig. 5.24 for^the coated surface as well as for the two
limiting situations of negligible coating thickness in which substrate
properties are employed and of large coating thickness ire which coating
properties are used. Note that the dimensionless flux used in the
r1
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presentation of theise results differs from that employed earlier by the
absence of the hemispherical emittanc- factor.
ignoring either the coating or the substrate effects on surface
properties introduces large errors in local heat transfer. When the
coating is neglected and substrate properties are used, local flux along
the plate is almost uniformly low by a factor of two. When the substrate
is ignored and coating properties employed, the local flux error in-
creases from a value 5 percent high at the apex to almost 40 percent too
large at the outer edge. These large errors in local flux are primarily
attributed to the marked differences in hemispherical emittance values
for the coated surface, the dating material, and the substrate. For
all other conditions fixed, local heat transfer increases with increas-
ing. hemispherical emittance with the largest increase in the adi,oint
plate system occurring at the outer plate edge. It is evident that at
the very least, heat transfer calculations must employ apparent hemi-
spherical emittance of the °.:omposite surface.
5.5.1.2 Overall Heat Transfer
Dimensionless overall heat transfer rates per unit
width for the coated surface, substrate, and coating material properties
are included in Table 5.5. Overall heat transfer obtained using the
coating material properties is 21 percent high while that obtained using
the substrate properties is 45 percent low. It is evident that ignoring
either the coating or substrate effects on surface properties yields un-
acceptable errors in overall heat transfer.
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Property	 Mode[
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TABLE 5.5
Overall heat transfer (Q/L)/6T 4 for coated
surface 7 = 450 (y = 450 )
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5.5.2 Directional Property Effects
5.5.2.1 Local Heat Transfer
The importance of directional dependence of surface
properties on local radiant flux is evaluated by comparing the heat trans-
fer distribution obtained using the detailed coated surface BDR model to
those evaluated with property models of less detail. Dimensionless heat
flux results calculated using the coated surface ' BDR model are shown in
Fig. 5.25. Also illustrated are the distributions evaluated with con-
stant property (CP) analysis (curves labeled CSD) which neglects all di-
rectional dependence of surface properties as well as those obtained us-
ing directional property (DP) analysis (curves labeled DSD). The latter
analysis employed the directional properties of the coated surface (see
Figs. 4.5 and 4.7). Both a specular and a diffuse reflection model were
considered for CP and DP analysis and the results are differentiated by
the value for the specularity paw , .,nete:r--zero for a diffusely reflecting
surface model (psp/pd
 = 0.0), and unity for a specularly reflecting sur-
face model (psp/pd 1.0). Also shown in Fig. 5.25 is the flux distri-
bution obtained using the C:SDS model. This model is identical to the de-
tailed coated surface BDR model with the exception that the spatial dis-
tribution of reflected energy which is not specularly reflected is dif-
fusely distributed. All analyses employed the apparent hemispherical
emittance of the coated surface, that is, e  = 0.6117. The importance
of an accurate representation of the spatial distribution of reflected
energy for local flux calculations is clearly established by the heat
flux differences at the apex. The results of both CP and DP analyses
demonstrate that local flux evaluated with a spe.cular reflection model
`s
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is larger than that calculated with a diffuse reflection model Ly a fac-
tor of 1.5. Furthermore, analysis which neglects the directional de-
pendence of si.rface properties yields flux values at the apex which are
t
about 20 percent less than those evaluated with directional property
analysis for both the specular and the diffuse reflection analysis. As
S
expected, the influence of the spatial distribution of reflected energy
and of the directional dependence of properties on local flux is less
w
near the outer plate edge where, because interreflection phenomena are
s
less important, local flux evaluated with different property models
differ by less than 5 percent.
The flux distribution evaluated using the detailed coated surface
BDR model is intermediate to that calculated employing either rP or DP
analysis with a specular and a diffuse reflection model. However, analy-
sis using a diffuse reflection model clearly gives a flux distribution
:.
. . . !
	
i
in closer agreement with the coated surface results than that employing
	
.. I	 a specular reflection model. The largest flux errors are evident at the
apex where DP analysis with a diffuse reflection model i, 15 percent low
and CP analysis with the same reflection model is 0`0 percent low. At x/'L
values greater than 0.2 heat transfer from C'P analysis is in closer agree-
ment with the coated surface results although t`i error associated with
	
^	 g
DP analysis is less than 10 percent and diminishes with distance from the
apex.
The flux distribution evaluated with the CSDS model is in excellent
agreement with the coated surface results. The CSDS model results can
be distinguished from the coa •,:ed surface flux neap.° the apex. Thus, local
heat transfer is predicted accurately by a reflection model which ap--
proximates the spatial distribution of scattered energy for the coated
rJ.28
surface with the simpler diffuse distribution.
5.5.2.2 Overall Heat Transfer
Dimensionless overall heat tr-ansfe- rates per unit
width are presented in Table 5.5 for the coated surfs% p and several
simpler property models. Results of both CP and D AP analyses yield over-
all heat transfer approxi:mate,l;► 12 percent larger,
 for specular reflection
than for diffuse reflection. For both spOcu.l,ar and d i ffu;5e refieation,
the results of CP and DP analyses are in excellent agreement. The maxi-
mum error is less than 2 percent. Both DP and CP diffuse reflection
analyses yield overall: heat flux in good agreement with the coated sur-
face result. The corresponding errors are 5 and 4 percent, respectively.
As expected from the discussion of the- previous section, the CSDS model
yields an overall heat flux value in excellent agreement with the coated
surface result.
5.5.3 Conclusions
The heat transfer results for the adjoint plate system of
equal temperature dielectric coated surfaces demonstrate that it is im-
portant to account for the influence of the coating and substrate proper-
ties on the apparent emittance of the composite surface. An accurate
representation of the directional dependence of the radiation properties,
however, is just as important for the calculation of loca l flux at sur-
face elements which experience large radiant interaction with other sur-
faces. Local flux values may be changed by a factor of two by each of
the aforementioned influences. For the system studied, constant property
analysis gave flux values at the apex which were lower by 20 percent than
•X
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those evaluated with directional property analysis. Of the flux distri-
butions evaluated with the simpler property models (CP and DP analysis
with specular or diffuse reflection) , that calculated employing a diffuse	 ,
reflection model is in closer agreement with the coated surface BDR
model results. Excellent agreement with the coated surface results was
observed when the approximate coated surface model was employed to evalu-
ate heat transfer. The approximate model replaces the detailed distri-
bution of scattered energy of the coated surface BDR model with a dif-
fuse distribution.
Overall heat flux is less sensitive to the directional dependence
of surface properties than is local heat flux. Diffuse reflection analy-
sis yields results closer to the coated surface results than does specu-
lar reflection analysis. Finally, the CSDS model provides an excellent
approximation to the detailed coated surface model for purposes of de-
termining overall heat transfer.
5.6 SUMMARY
The local and overall radiant heat transfer results for equal tem-
perature identical adjoint plates in the absence of an external radiation
source suggest the following general conclusions. First, ignoring the
directional dependence of emittance, absorptan.ce, and reflectance can
result in significant errors in heat flux predictions for low and high
emittance surfaces in regions of large radiant interantion and for ele-
ments which receive major contriLut.ions to their irradition at near-graz-
ing incidence. Such errors are essentially independent of whether the
surface is specularly or diffusely reflecting. On the other hand, the
aforementioned directional dependence of properties is relatively
6r
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unimportant in overall heat transfer calculations. Second, directional
property analysis with a reflection model consisting of a specular and
diffuse reflectance component can provide excellent heat flux predictions
for surfaces with more complicat ed reflectance characteristics provided
the apportionment of reflected energy between the reflectance components
is carefully selected. Such an apportionment may be based on optical
roughness when surface roughness is the dominant factor influencing the
spatial distribution of reflected energy. Third, radiant heat transfer
between rough surfaces for which diffraction and interference effect s
are the primary cause for the scattering of reflected energy into di-
rections other than the specular direction differs only slightly from
that predicted with directional property analysis employing a specular
reflection model. Fourth, the radiant heat transfer between rough sur-
faces with spatial distributions of reflected energy described by the
Beckmann BDR model lies within a generally small region bounded by the
E
IT results of directional property specularrefleetion analysis and the
BDS model analysis using rough surface optical roughness. Finally, whenY	  ^	 p	 u8^ ^	 Y^
the spatial distribution of scattered energy possesses a distinctly dif-
fuse character such as for the coated surface studied here, excellent
heat transfer predictions are obtained using a simpler directional
property modol which accurately accounts for the directional depenrence
of the specularly reflected energy and assumes the remaining energy to
be diffusely distributed.
r6. EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter equilibrium temperature distributions are presented
for perpendicular adj int plates illuminated by a uniform collimated so-
lar field directed along the bisector of the included angle. Direction
dependent, semi-gray surface property models are employed in the com-
putations. It was shown in Chapter 1 that many engineering surfaces can
be considered specular reflectors for Yong wavelength thermal radiation
without introducing appreciable error into radiant heat transfer re-
suits. For short wavelength solar radiation, engineering surfaces are
not as well represented by the spe,cular reflection model. Equilibrium
temperature results are presented in this chapter for surfaces which
are specularly reflecting to surface emitted thermal radiation. Sur-
face properties for solar radiation are represe..ted by several models
including the simple CSD model as well as the more detailed D:SD and
Beckmann property models.
In Section 6.2 equilibrium temperature distributions are presented
for surfaces with properties represented by the CSD and DSD property
models. The influence of angular property dependence on equilibrium
temperature is, assessed for markedly different spatial distributions of
reflected solar radiation.;4
Equilibrium temperature distributions are presented in Section 6.3
for surfaces with solar properties represented by the Beckmann BD'R
model, and the influence of surface roughness on equilibrium tempera-
tore distribution is assessed. Rough surface results are 'compared to
those evaluated with less detailed property models, and the accuracy.
jo
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attainable with the simpler models is evaluated.
Section 6.4 summarizes conclusions concerning the influence of the
directional dependence of properties on equilibrium temperature distri-
bution.
The general dependence of local equilibrium temperature in the ad-
joint plate system on position, included angle, emittance, solar absorp-
a"
tance, and surface L,pecularity for surface and solar radiation was
thoroughly investigated by Hering [21 for direction independent surface
property models. These general trends are only briefly summarized here.
For uniformly irradiated perpendicular plates with semi-gray, direction
independent surface properties, local equilibrium temperature is maxi-
mum at the common edge and decreases continuously to the outer edge.
With all other parameters fixed, equilibrium temperature increases as
solar absorptaace becomes larger or em ttance takes on smaller values.
Surface specularity for solar radiation has a major effect on equilibrium
Y
temperature causing it to decrease with decreasing specularity. Discus-
sion of these trends is not repeated in this chapter. Instead, attention
is directed to the influence of directional property dependence and sur-
face roughness on equilibrium temperature distribution.
,r
L
6.2 DIRECTIONAL PROPERTY EFFECTS FOR SIMPLE REFLECTION MODELS
r
i
The influence on equilibrium temperature distribution of angle
k	 r.:
"	 dependent surface properties for surface emitted radiation is investi-
gated in Section 6.2. 1 Surface properties	 -.-erties for solar radiation are re
	
. ^	 8	 P P	 F
resented by the simple direct ion independent CSD property model.
To illustrate the effect of dire ction dependent absorptivity and
reflectivity for solar radiation, equilibrium temperature distributions
0
A
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are presented in Section 6.2.2 for solar properties represented by the
DSD property model. The temperature error associated with neglecting
directional property dependence is evaluated.
Section 6.2.3 summarizes the conclusions concerning directional
property effects on equilibrium temperatLtre.
6.2.1 Direction Dependent Thermal Properties
Dimensionle s equilibrium temperature distributions are
presented in Fig a . 6.1-6.3 for surfaces with hemispherical emittance (eH )
equal to O.L and solar absorptance values (a*) of 0.1 9
 0.5, and 0.9,
respectively. Results for a hemispherical emittance value of 0.9 and
solar absorptance values 0.1 and 0.5 are shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5.
S
respectively. Surface properties for long waveieng—;h thermal radiation
are represented by the DS.D model for the limiting case of specula..- -e-
fle.ction. Surface reflection for solar radiation is represented by the
direction independent CSD model (designated by broken lines) and the
direction dependent DSD model (designated by solid lines) for speculari--
ty ratio values 0.0, O.S. and 1.0. For purposes of comparison, results
of analysis using direction independent thermal and solar properties
represented by the CSD model are included and shown as dashed lines.
The effect of direction dependent thermal properties is observed
by comparing temperature distributions obtained with DSD (broken lines)
and CSD (dashed lines) thermal property models when solar properties
are represented by the CSD model. For reasons which were discussed in
Section 5.2.1, the influence of direction dependent thermal properties
is most pronounced near the common edge, and continuously decreases with
distance from the apex. For low emi.ttance (eH = 0.1), constant property
.
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model results yield lower temperatures than those evaluated with analy-
sis which includes angular dependent thermal properties. However, the
discrepancy is less than 1 percent, and it is insensitive to the value
for solar absorptance and solar specularity. For the high emittance
surface (eH 0.9), local temperature is higher from the constant proper-
ty model than that evaluated with direction dependent thermal properties,
but the difference is less than 3 percent. Again, the error is insensi-
tive to the value of solar absorptance and solar specularity.
It is interest.Lng to note that the percentage error in local di-
mensionless equilibMium temperature associated with ignoring directional
dependence of thermal properties is less than that for local radiant
heat transfer discussed in Section 5.2.1 for the same emittance value
by a factor of 4 to 5.
6.2.2 Direction Dependent Solar Properties
The effect of angle dependent solar properties may be observed
by comparing temperature distributions in Pigs. 6.1-6.5 for solar proper-
ties represented by the '.irection dependent DSD model (solid lines) and
the direction independent CSD model (broken lines). Thermal properties
are represented by the DSD model for specular reflection.
The difference between results for direction dependent and inde-
pendent solar properties is nearly uniform over the entire plate length.
For both the low (eH 0.1) and the high (eH = 0.9) emittance surfaces,
local temperature is higher from analysis with direicti.on independent so-
t
i	 lar properties for low (a* w 0.1) and intermediate (ae = 0.5) solar
3
abs.orptance values. However, for surfaces of high solar absorptance
(014k = 0.9), constant solar property analysis yields low temperatures. For
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intermediate and high solar absorptance values, the difference between
local temperature values for direction dependent and independent solar
property models is .less than l percent. For low solar absorptance the
error is less than 4 percent and decreases as the surface change s from
specularly reflecting to diffusely reflecting to solar energy.
for a surface of low emitt ance (EH = 0.1:) and low to intermediate
solar absorp'tance, the effects of direction dependent thermal and solar
properties are partially compensating. Therefore, results obtained with
analysis for directi . :n independent thermal and solar properties show
slightly better agreement with results for direction dependent thermal
and solar properties than do those which account only for angular vari-
ation of thermal properties. However, for the high emittance surface,
results from analysis employing constant thez^mal and so .ar properties
are too high by 7 and 3 percent fer 	 0.1 and 0.5, respectively
It is important to note the uncertainty in local equ.01.1ibrum tem-
'	 perature which results from inadequate knowledge of thespatial distri--
bution of reflected solar radiation. Consider the results for direction
dependent thermal and solar properties. The difference between results
for specular (Ps*p/P^ 1.0) and diffuse (P5p /p* 0.0) reflection of
solar radiation is largest for a surface of low solar absorptance
`	 (a = 0.1) and decreases continuously with increasing values for a*.
i-
The uncertainty is 10, S. and l percent for a* 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, re-
spectively. These values are nearly the same as those reported earlier
121 for direction independent surface: properties.
r1.41
6.2.3 Conclusions
The effect of angular dependent surface properties on
equilibrium temperature distribution was investigated for perpendicu-
lar adjoint plates uniformly irradiated by a collimated solar source.
The surfaces were taken to reflect surface emitted thermal radiation
specularly, and the semi-gray CSD and DSD property models were used
to appraise the importance of the angular dependence of surface
properties for both surface emitted and solar radiation.
Direction dependent thermal property effects were determined
for solar properties represented by the CSD model, and several con-
clusions can be drawn. Directional property effects are most im-
portant for the critical surface elements near the common edge, and
are insensitive to the value of solar absorptivity and solar specu-
larity. Analysis which ignorer direction dependence of thermal proper-
'ties yields equilibrium temperature which is high for high surface
emttanEce and low for low surface a ittance.
 However, the resulting
temperature errors are four to five times smaller than the corres-
ponding errors in local heat flux for uniform temperature plates.
Direction dependent solar property effects were determined for
thermal properties represented by the DSD modal, and they were found
to be nearly uniform over the extent of the surface. For both the
high and low emittance surfaces, analysis which ignores direction de-
pendence, of solar properties yields equilibrium temperature which is
high for low and intermediate values of solar absorptivity and t.em-
peratiwe which is low for high solar absorptivity. Directional
property Cffects are most important for low solar abs-orptance values,
and with all other parameters fixed they decrease in importance with
0r
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decreasing surface specularity for solar radiation. Direction inde -
pendent thermal and solar property analysis was found to yield largest
temperat , .wre errors for the high emittanee surface. However, the error
was limited to less V,4.^m 7 percent.
Finally, it should be noted that the spatial distribution of re-
fle.cted solar radiation can have an important effect on equilibrium
temperattwe particularly for surfaces with low and intermediate values
of solar absorptivity.
6.3 BECKMANN PROPERTY MODEL EQUILIBRIUM TEMPER:ATU)RE RESULT'S
In this section surface roughness effects on equilibrium tempe:ra-
ture distribution are investigated. Radiation properties for surface
emitted thermal radiation are represented by the angle dependent spe-cu--
lar reflection model (DSD model with psp/pd = 1.0), and those for solar
F
radiation are represented by the Beckmann BDR model. Equilibrium tem-
perature distributions are reported for low and high emittance surfaces
with low to high values for solar absorptance and selected values for
th roughness parameters. Results for surfaces with large optical
roughness for solar radiation are presented in Section 6.3.1. The in-
fluence of the surface roughness parameters optical roughness (a/A)
and rms roughness slope (m) on equilibrium temperature is discussed in
Section 6.3.2.
6.3.1 Large Optical Roughness (LOR.) Beckmann BDR Model Results
Dimensionless equilibrium temperature distributions for
surfaces with properties for solar radiation represented by the LOR
Beckmann BDR model with rms roughness slope (m) equal to 0.14 are
•r
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shown in Figs. 6.6-6.10. Results for surface hemispherical emittance
value 0.1 are shown in Figs. 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 for hemispherical solar
absorptance values 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, respectively. Results for high
surface emittance (eH = 0.9) are shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 for solar
absorptance values 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. Also included in each
t
figure are temperature distributions evaluated with less detailed sur-
face property models. These results were obtained for surfaces which
are specularly, reflecting for surface emitted radiation and either
spe.cularly (curves labeled p* /p sa = 1.0) or diffusely (curves labeled
sip
sp/pd - 0.0) reflecting for solar radiation. Temperature distributions
evaluated using constant property (CP) CSD analysis [2.1 which ignores
all angle dependence of surface properties are shown as dashed lines.
Doubly broken curves denote distributions obtained using the directional
property (DP) DSD model for thermal radiation while retaining the CP
model for solar radiation. Denoted by broken curves are distributions
obtained using the DS-D
 model for both thermal and solar radiation sur-
face properties.
Within the-limitations of the rough surface property model, the
sole influence of surface roughness is to alter the spatial distribution
of reflected-solar-radiation. The effect of this factor on equilibrium
temperature can be demonstrated by comparing rough surface results to
those obtained-using-I DP models for both thermal and solar radiation sur-
face properties (broken curves). The only difference between the two
r	 property models is that the DP model-replaces the spatially dependent
rough surface solar reflection model with one of the simpler specular
or diffuse reflection models. For high solar absorptance the solar re-
flection model has little influence on equilibrium temperature. For the
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case shown in Fig. 6.8 for a* w 0.9, results obtained with various solar
reflection models differ by less than 2 p e rcent. However, for intermedi-
ate and low solar absorptance surfaces, solar reflection characteristics
become an important influence on equilibrium temperature, particularly
at elements near the outer edge. Near the apex rough surface temperature
does not lie intermediate to the DP results obtained using diffuse and
specular reflection models for solar radiation, but is higher than pre-
dicted by either of the two simpler models. This is contrary to conclu-
sions drawn from results for rough surface heat flux for uniform tempera-
true surfaces discussed in Section 5.4.1. For elements near the apex,
rough surface temperature is nearer to the predictions of D AP analysis
employing a specular reflection model for solar radiation. However, near
the outer edge, analysis using a diffuse solar reflection model yields more
accurate temperature results. In each case considered here, the maximum
discrepancy between rough surface temperature and that evaluated with DP
analysis is smallest for analysis incorporating the diffuse solar reflec-
tion model.
It is evident from the figures that CP analyses with diffuse and specu-
lar solar reflection models do not always provide bounds for rough surface
temperature. Constant property analysis with specular solar reflection gen-
erally yields accurate results near the apex, but this accuracy deteriorates
with distance from the apex. For low solar absorptance surfaces, the Cp
specular reflection analysis gives temperatures which are high by as much
as 13 percent at the outer edge. The accuracy of analysis using specular
solar reflection is generally improved slightly by accounting for the
angle dependencies of solar absorptance and surface properties for ther-
mal radiation. For the low solar absorptance surface, the maximum tem-
perature discrepancy is reduced from 13 to 9 percent. Constant property
Y0
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analysis using a diffuse solar reflection model ;Melds surprisingly ac-
curate results over the entire plate length. In each case considered,
maximum error occurs near the plate midpoint. The largest discrepancy
observed is for low emittance (eH = 0.1) and intermediate solar absorp-
Lance (a* = 0.5), but even in this case it is less than 6 percent.
Analysis which accounts for direction de pendent thermal properties
while retaining the CP diffuse solar reflection model provides little
if any improvement over CP analysis. Furthermore, diffuse solar re-
flection analysis which accounts for direction dependencies of thermal
and solar properties does not give appreciably better results than CP
analysis. In fact, for some cases CP analysis results are more accu-
rate.
6.3.2 Surface Roughness Effects on Equilibrium Temperature
In the previous section it was shown that analysis employing
the CP diffuse reflection model for solar radiation yields relatively ac-
curate predictions for equilibrium temperature of materials with solar
properties represented by the LOUR BDR model for m = 0.14. As discussed
in Section 5.4.2.1, this value of roughness slope corresponds to the
maximum scattering of reflected solar radiation for which the BDR model
satisfies the conservation of energy requirement. For finite values of
optical roughness and for roughness slope values less than 0.14, the
spatial distribution of reflected solar radiation more nearly corres-
ponds to that peculiar to a s;pecularl.y reflecting surface. Hence, rough
surface equilibrium temperature distributions obtained using a finite
value of optical roughness or value of roughness slope less than 0.14
should more nearly agree with that obtained from analysis using the DP
r151
specular reflection model for solar radiation. Furthermore, the a ,c-
curacy of the C'F diffuse reflection model for solar radiation is ex-
pected to deteriorate as optical roughness and/or rms roughness slope
diminishes.
Dimensionless equilibrium temperature distributions are shown in
Figs. 6.11-6.14 for materials with solar properties represented by the
Beckmann BDR model for selected values of the roughness parameters.
Distributions for low emttance materials (EH = 0.1) are shown in
Figs. 6.11 and 6.12 and those for high emittan-ce (EH = 0.9) in Figs.
6.10 and 6.14. For each value of surface emittance, results are shown
for both a log; ((%* = 0.1) and an intermediate (a* = 0.5) value of solar
absorptanEce. Temperature distributions for materials with solar proper-
ties represented by the LOR BDR model are shown in each figure for rough-
ness slope m = 0.14 and 0.094. Included in Figs. 6.12-6.14 are distri-
butions obtained for solar properties represented by the Beckmann BDR
model with rms roughness slope m = 0.14 and characteristic optical rough-
ness a/ac = 0.1. For comparison purposes, results obtained using several
simpler property models are included. Shown as dashed lines are distribu-
tions obtained using constant property CSD analysis with a specular re-
flection model for surface radiation and both specular and diffuse re-
flection lrodels for solar radiation. Broken lines denote results ob-
tained for both thermal and solar properties represented by the direction
dependent DSD model with a specular,
 reflection model for surface radi-
ation and both specular and diffuse reflection models for solar radiation.
Comparison of temperature distributions obtained for materials with
solar properties represented by the LOR BDR model for roughness slope
values 0.14 and 0.094 confirms the previously drawn conclusion concerning
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the influence of roughness slope on equilibrium temperature distri--
Nation. Botts near the apex and the outer edge, surface temperature for
the smaller value of slope is closer to that obtained using the DAP specu-
lar reflection model for solar radiation. The influence of roughness
slope on equilibrium temperature, however, is relatively small even
though the selected values for rms slope differ by nearly 33 percent.
The influence of optical roughness on equilibrium temperature for
surfaces of fixed roughness slope (m = 0.14) is illustrated by compari-
ing results obtained using the LOR property model with those derived us-
ing the more general BDR expression for a characteristic optical rough-
ness value of 0.1. At surface elements near the apex as well as neari
the outer edge, temperature for the smaller value of optical roughness
is closer to the result obtained using the DP s,pecular reflection mode].
for solar radiation.
As expected, the accuracy of analysis employing a CP diffuse re-
flection model for solar radiation generally deteriorates as the materi-
al be-comes smoother (as optical roughness and roughness slope diminish).
This is particularly evident at the outer edge. However, for the selected
values for the roughness parameters, a CP diffuse reflection model yields
results which deviate by at most 6 percent from the rough surface tempera-
ture.
6.3.3 Conclusions
The influence of surface roughness on equilibrium temperature
of perpendicular, adjoint, semi-gray plates in a uniform collimated solar
field was examined. Radiation properties for surface emitted thermal radi-
ation were represented by the DSD specular reflection model, and those for
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solar radiation were represented by the Beckmann BDR model. Accuracy
attainable with analysis using a spe.cular,  reflection model for surface
radiation and one of several simple solar property models was also in-
vestigated.
For materials with a high value of solar ab:sorptance, the spatial
distribution of reflected solar radiation has little influence on equi-
librium temperature, and analysis employing either a CP specular or CP
diffuse reflection model for solar radiation yields temperatures which
differ from rough surface results by no more than 1 percent. For ma-
terials with low or intermediate values of solar absorptance, equilibrium
temperature evaluated using the LCR BDR model with maximum degree of
scattering of reflected solar radiation (m = 0.14) differed by no more
i
than 6 percent from results obtained using CP analysis with a diffuse re-
flection model for solar radiation. Analysis using a CP specular re-
flection model for solar radiation gave good results near the apex, but
predicted temperatures which were high by as much as 13 percent at the
outer edge for low solar absorptance materials. Analysis which accounts
for angle dependence of thermal and/or solar properties while retaining
the specular or diffuse reflection model did not yield results of sig-
nificantly better accuracy than those obtained with CP analysis.
Equilibrium temperature distribution evaluated using the LOR BDR
model approached that obtained using the DP specular reflection model
as the value of roughness slope diminished. A similar trend was ob-
served as the value of optical roughness was diminishes' for a fixed
value of roughness slope. The accuracy of results obtained using the
CP diffuse reflection model for solar radiation deteriorated as the value
of optical roughness or roughness slope was reduced.
• i
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For applications requiring precise temperature control, the simple
specular or diffuse reflection models do not adequately account for
roughness effects for surfaces of ].ow to intermediate values for solar
absorptance.
r
1
6.4 SUMMARY
C
Equilibrium temperature results discussed in Chapter 6 reveal
several general: conclusions concerning direction dependent property ef-
fects on equilibrium temperature.
The angle dependence of radiation properties for surface emitted
radiation exl-. ±bited its strongest influence on equilibr_ um temperature
at surface elements near the apex. The error incurred by ignoring the
angle dependence of properties for surface radiation was less than 3
percent, and was nearly independent of material absorptance and sp.ecu-
larity for solar radiation.
Angle dependence of solar absorptance (directional hemispherical
reflectance) has a nearly uniform effect on equilibrium temperature over
the extent of the system. This effect is most important for materials
which have low values for sola, ,
 absorptance. The error due to ignoring
direction dependence of solar absorptance, however, was less than 4 per-
cent.
Surface roughness has little influence on equilibrium temperature
for materials with high solar absorptance values. However, for materi-
als of low or intermed.Lat.e solar ;Abeorptance, roughness effects on the
spatial distribution of reflected solar radiation can significantly al-
ter equilibrium temperature particularly at surface elements where ra-
diant interaction is small. For the selected values of roughness pa-
rameters, a CP diffuse reflection model for solar radiation yields
ir
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results within 6 percent of the rough surface temperature. However,
this accuracy diminishes with increasing smoothness of the interact-
ing materials for solar radiation.
J,
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An analytical study of steady radiative transfer for a simple sys-
tem of radiatively interacting opaque surfaces separated by a radiatively
transparent medium has been presented. basic principles of radiative
transfer were employed to formulate radiative transfer for identical, uni-
form property adjoint plates uniformly irradiated by a collimated radi-
ative flux. The formulation accounted for directional and wavelength de-
pendence of surface properties. The governing equations simplify when
bidirectional reflectance may be exp+esseed as the sum of direction de-
pendent specular and scattered components and/or the speictral variation
of properties may be approximated by a semi-gray, ,.o:del.. Numerical re-
sults for local and overall heat transfer were obtained in the absence
of external radiative flux and equilibrium temperature distributions
were evaluated for radiatively adiabatic surfaces in the presence of a
solar flux. Heat transfer and equilibrium temperature calculations em-
ployed bidirectional reflectance models representative of rough metal
surfaces and coated surfaces as well as property models incorporating
much less detail.
Local and overall heat transfer results for equal temperature,
identical property adjo.int plates in the absenne of an external radi-
ation source suggest several general conclusions. F rst, the influence
of the directional dependence of surface properties on local heat trans-
fer is significant for low and high emittance materials at surface ele--
s	 meets where radiant int;raction is high and major contributions to local
irradiation from energy incident at large angles of incidence. These
directional effects are nearly independent of whether the surfaces are
specularly or diffusely reflecting. On the other hand, the directional
ra
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dependence of surface properties is, for the most part, unimportant in
the evaluation of overall neat transfer. Second, the spatial distri-
bution of reflect ed radi ation for surfaces of low to intermediate emit-
tance strongly influences loca.? heat transfer at critical surface ele-
ments where radiant interaction is large. For such situations, adequate
representation of the spatial distribution of reflected energy can be
of greater importance than that +'or directional emittance, absorptance,
and reflectance. Third, directional property analysis using ;-^  reflec-
tance model with a dire,- ion -indepe3rdent apportionment of reflected ra-
diation betwoven specular and diffuse components can provide excellent
heat transfer predictions for surfaces with more complicated reflectance
characteristics provided the apportionment of reflected energy is ap-
propriately selected. A correlation based on surface roughness has been
developed for the apportionment of reflected energy in thermal design
calculations. Fourth, radiant heat transfer between randomly rough
surfaces for which diffraction and interference effects govern the spa-
tial distribution of reflecte:a energy differ;a only slightly from that
predicted by directional property analysis employing a specular re-
flection model. The largest discrepancies between the results utiliz-
ing these two models occur for low to intermediate em tt&n,ce materials
at surface elements where interrefle,ctions are dominant. Fifth, heat
transfer results obtained with a directional property model and with
an approximate rough surface model can be utilized to limit the uncer-
tainty for heat transfer between rough surfaces while avoiding the com-
plex analysis required for the mire detailed rough surface model. Sixth,
a dielectric coating on a diffusely reflecting substrate significan{_ly ef-
fects radiant heat transfer. Since the spatial distribution of the scat-
tered energy from such a surface is nearly diffuse, a direction dependent
0Y
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property analysis which accurately accounts for the directional dependence
of specularly reflected radiation, but assumes the remaining reflected
energy to be diffusely distributed, yields excellent local and overall
heat transfer results.
Equilibrium temperavire distribution.:-, evaluated for identical proper-
ty, perpendicular adjoint plates which are specularly reflecting to sur-
face emitted radiation suggest several general conclusions. First, the
spatial distribution of reflected solar radiation influences equilibrium
temperature distribution to a greater degree than the directional depend-
ence of either the thermal or solar properties of the surfaces. Further-
more, as one should expect, even the spatial: distribution of reflected
solar radiation becomes unimportant for surfaces with large values of
solar absorptance. Second, for surfaces with low to intermediate values
of solar absorptance, surface roughness effects are cf the greatest iTn-
portance insofar as equilibrium temperature is concerned at surface ele-
ments where radiant interaction is low. For the selected values for the
surface roughness parameters, constant property analysis employing a
diffuse reflection model for solar energy generally gave equilibrium
temperature results within 6 percent of the rough surface. results. As
the surfaces became smoother, however, the error of constant property
analysis increases.
Several future reseach topics are suggested by this study. It rust
be kept in mind that all conclusions drawn from the real s,w, Face heat
transfer and tempt. ,ature results were based on the use of certain theo-
retical models for bidirectional reflectance. Experimental confirmation
of these models is lacking. There exists a great need for a sufficient
quantity of high resolution, accurate, bidirectional reflectance dfata
0.0
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for well-characterized surfaces which
the 4sefulness of the surface parameti
vide direction to theoretical efforts
adequate. Further effort should also
can verify existing models, examine
Brs suggested by the models, and pro
should available models not prove
be directed to examining and improv
inz the optical roughness-specularity ratio correlation developeO herein
by extending consideration to other geometries and to equilibrium tempera-
ture calculations. Additional attention should be given to the approxi-
mate rough surface model which predicts a strong dependence on optical
roughness a/A. Calculations could be extended to include the variation
of optical roughness with wavelength and thereby pr-vide information on
the influence of roughness on total radiant transfer. Finally, experi-
mental radiant heat transfer studies would provide much needed data to
examine the validity of theoretical heat transfer calculations.
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APPENDIX A
ALTERNATE FORMULATION FOR EQUATIONS GOVERNING RADIANT TRANSFER
A.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose o-' this appendix is to express the equations governing
radiant transfer in a form which is more amenable to numerical solution.
The radiant transfer analysis for diffusely emitting surfaces with both
specular and diffuse reflectance components developed by Sparrow and
Lin [4] is extended to direction dependent surface properties.
A.2 UNIFORM! TEMPERATUP£ ADJOINT PLATES IN THE ABSENCE OF EXTERNAL
FIELDS (y = 450)
In Section 3 the integral equation governing spectral radiant in-
tensity was presented for a BDR model expressed as the sum of a spe-cular
and a scattered reflectance component. In the absence of the solar
srource, the intensity leaving point Q in the direction from Q to P,
	
I+(y,z,6Q10 ), may be replaced with its equivalent, I^(x,6p,^P
	 and
Eq. (3.7.3) written
L	 co
I+ (x,6P ,0p } w Ed'x (6p ) Tbs^ +
	
	 pbd,s^A(6P'rop;epsop)
V =^o Z=-W
r17.1.
where
P,s•p - eP
^P9sp-±n
The angles defining the direction of incident energy (@P 4P) may be ex-
pressed in terms of the space variables (x,y,z) and such relations are
presented later.
It is convenient to define a spectral radiant ;intensity of scattered
energy or for brevity, spectral scattered intensity, -1 + ^^, by the relation
L	 o,
I S SX ( x , @P 10P ) _ F-ds ^(6P ) IbgX +	 Abd,s,N P^^P^^Pt^P)
y=0f-W
I_(x,@P) K(x,y,z) dz dy	 (A-2)
Local spectral radiant intensity can then be written as
I+(x,BP ,OP )	 I^^^(x,9P,OP) + p^p,a (at	 ) I-(x,8p,spSOP,sp)
The reason for introducing scattered intensity becomes evident when
it is recognized that the incident intensity I-(x.O, O pl ) consists entire--
ly of scattered radiation which emanates from the two surfaces and arrives
at P from the (E31,l & ) direction either by direct transport or by a specu-
lar reflection path. For plane surfaces with direction independent proper-
ties, Eckert and Sparrow [641 demonstrated that energy which undergoes
only spe:cular reflections is conveniently accounted for by the image
0r
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met'Aod. The basis of this method is the fundamental principle that ra-
diant energy reflected frcin a plane mirror appears to originate behind
the mirror. Hering [491 extended the image method to plane specular sur-
faces with direction dependent surface properties.
Employing the image method to evaluate specularly reflected energy,
local total radiant heat t:.-.,nsfer can be expressed as a function of the
scattered intensity
}	 L	 00
q(x) = ^HQT 4 -	 ad^^(9PaY) ls ^h (Y ' z ' eQ^Y' Q,Y) KY (x,y,z) dz dy dX%f f
F	 a=0 y=0 zc_m
on	 L	 co
ff f d,X (OP ^ 3Y )ps'p,X (O12 ) psP,X (022 ) xs$x(Y,Z,eQj3y9OQ$,3Y)
X=0 Y=O z.=,ao
Go	 L	 o4
K3 (x,y,z) dz dy da -	
J	
ad ^(et 2 s
	
)p ;
	(et
Y	 >	 > Y	 Psx
A= 0 x= 0 —moo
'^(X 9
 0-- ^,ey	 ) K2Y ( x jx9 ) dz dX dot	 (A--3)
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A-3) represents energy
emitted per unit time and per unit area from an element of the lower sur-
face located at the point P(x,z=0).
The second term represents scattered energy which emanates from the
upper surface and is directly transported to and absorbed by the lower
surface at P per unit time and unit surface area. The polar angles 
e P 9Y
and 8Q sy , the geometry kernel KY(x,y,z) , and azimuthal angle OQ ,y are
evaluated from the following equations:
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cos 6	 =	 —.,Y
s x n
k^. -_Y ^` 2
	 2	 2	
—
	
-1	
(A-4)
x + y + z - 2xy cos y
cos 6	 = - _	 x sin	 ----	 (A-5)Q SY
	
^ W	 2	 .2 .
'	 +y +z -2xycosY
. 2
KY (x,Y,z) -	 xy s in . y_._.	 (A-6)
(x2 + y 2
 + z2 - 2xy cos Y)2
tan 0Q^Y
	
x coszY - y	
(A-7)
Since azimuthal angle 0Q,Y can take on values between 0 and 27 radians,
the signs of the numerator and denominator of the right-hand 'side of
Eq. (07) are used to determine the quadrant in which 
0 Q A lies. Let the
numerator and denominator be measured along the ordinate and abscissa,
respectively, of a rectangular coordinate system, and measure jQ*Y counter-
clockwise from the positive abscissa sighting toward the surface along
the positive surface normal; use the rules of trigonometry and the sign
of the numerator and denominator to determine the quadrant in which 0QSY
lies.
The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A-3) represents scat-
tered energy which emanates from the upper surface, and, after undergoing
two specular reflections, is incident on and absorbed by the lower sur-
face element at P per unit time and unit surface area. For an observer
at P, this energy appears to originate at the second ^' ' ' ,ror image of the
upper surface. This is a fictitious semi-infinite sur =e of length L
adjoint to the lower surface and rotated at an angle of 135 degrees from
it. The intensity of the energy leaving the image surface is reduced by
f174
the product of the specular reflectanlces p 	 (6' ) and P	 (6' ) for
sp,X 12	 sp,X 22
the two intervening reflections. The first specular reflection occurs
on the lower surface for polar angle of incidencs $12 and the second oc-
curs on the upper surface for polar angle of incidence 922 . The direction
in which scattered energy eaves the upper surface (9),thegy 	pp	 Q ^ 3y , ^Q ^ 3y 	 polar
angles 61 2
 and 622 for the intervening reflections, and the pol:v angle
of incidence 6'P,3y are related by the laws governing a specular reflection.
Polar angles 9P 3y and 6Q 3y , geometry kernel Kay WAND   and azimuthal
angle IQ s3y are evaluated with Eqs. (A-0 9 (A-5) 9 (A-6), and (07), re-
spectively, by replacing y in each equation with 3y. P olar angles 612
and 62 2
 are related to the position coordinates by the following equations:
cos 612	
y sin y + x sin 2y	 (A- 8)
2	 2	 2+ y + zx	 - 2 xy cos 3y
x sin I + y. s in 21cos 8	 =	 -- 	 ..^.	 (A-9)2  
x2 + y2 + Z2 -- 2xy cos 3y
The fourth term represents scattered Eenn2eErag which emanates from the
lower surface, and, after undergoing a specular reflection, is incident
on and absorbed by the lower surface at P per unit time and unit surface
area. To an observer at P. this energy appears to originate at the first
mirror image of the lower surface which is fictitious semi-infinite sur-
face of length L adjoint to the lower surface and rotated at an angle of
90 degrees to it. The intensity of energy leaving the image source is
reduced by the specular reflectance psp,X (011 ) for the intervening re-
fle.etion .
The point P (x,z) is that point on the lower surface at
which the scattered energy emerges. The direction
r4
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{ p,2Y'^,2y) I n— .which energy leaves the lower surface, the polar angle
of ircidence Gi l
 nor the intervaning specul:ar reflection, and the polar
angle of incidence 6'
	 from which this energy is incident at P are allP $ 2y
related by the laws of specular reflection. The polar angle 6^ 
^Y
2 can
be evaluated from Eq. (A-4) by replacing y,y, and z with 2Y,x, and z,
respectively. For a similar change of variables, the geometry kernel
K2y{x;x,-) is obtained from Eq. (A-6). The polar angle6 
2Y2 and azi-
muthal angle 0,2y are obtained from Eqs. (A-5) and (A-7), respectively,
by replacing Q with P, y with ax, z with z, and y with 2y. The polar
angle of incidence for the intervening s.pecular reflection 61.1 is evalu-
ated from the equation
1 _	 (A-10)1	 (x ± x } sincos $ 	..,.Y. ,....,.
q, { + x + z2 - 2xx cos 2y
Equation (A-3) expresses local total heat transfer as a function of
the system geometry, surface properties, and local spectral scattered
intensity. Therefore, attention is next directed to evaluation of scat-
tere:d intensity.
Employing the image method to account for specularly reflected energy
which contributes to the irradiation at point P'(x,Q) on the lower plate,
the local spectral scattered radiant intensity in direction O P ,0P ) is
4	 '
L
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L	 oo
I ^a(X,e.P,OP)	 ed ^ (6 } Ib,^ +	 pbd,s,a(eps^I'OP,	 ep,Op)
ywd Z^
L	 no
is^a(Y,z,eQ:Y'^,Y) KY ( x ,Y, z ) dz dy+f f
Y=O Z=-oo
r pbd,s,a(eP93ygor' 3y;OPOOP) psP, X(e1.2) ps'P,X(922)
L_	 CO
I+ (y,z,9	 ,O	 ) K (x,Y,z) dz dy +s,a	 Q ^ 3Y Q, 3Y 3Y f f
x= fl S-- -00
pbd,.s,A P,2Y,^P,2y;'OP) psp ^,X 11
' 1s'^(x,7'1'—P-,2y , 4f'p92y K2y(x,x,z) C^Z dx	 {A-^^ )
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.-11) represents the mono-
chromatic intensity of emitted energy at polar angle 0P from the lower
surface at P.
The remaining three terms represent; monochromatic intensity of re-
flected energy leaving P in the (eP,OP) direction due to scattered radi-
ation which emerges from each of the two surfaces and arrives at point P
by direct transport and by all possible specular r reflection paths. The
first of these three terms accounts for scattered energy which emanates
from the upper surface and is directly incident on the lower surface.
The second accounts for scattered energy which emanates from the upper
surface and, after undergoing two intervening specular reflections, is
incident on the lower surface. Finally, the last term accounts for scat-
tered energy which emanates from the lower surface and, after one
1'77
intervening specular reflection, is incident on the lower surface. The
azimuthal angle $1 
rY 
is evaluated from the equation
tan 0'	 =	 zP ,Y Y cos Y - x (012)
and the sign of the numerator and denominator must be noted to determine
the quadrant in which 06 lies.	 Azimuthal angles
0;,2,
  
and 0P 3Y 
can,
be evaluated with Eq. (A-12) by replacing Y with 2Y anal 3Y, respect ively.
Eqs.	 (A-3) and (A-11) can be simplified by noting that because of sym-
metry and the infinite plate width, the scattered intensities on the two
surfaces are related as follows
IS^^(Y Z ON) = I+^^US = ^^^^^) = IS^^(y,6,^)	 (A--13)
I +
 ^ ( y ON = IS x (x = YOM	 (A- 14)
Is 
a (x ' 0 'j) = Ts 1 (x,9,2w	 (A-15)s
Accounting for symmetry and introducing the dimensionless space
variables n = xIL,	 = QL,	 W y/L,	 z:iL4. = z,/L and dimensionless
intensity H^
H 09090)
b ,:A
yields the following equations for dimensionless local heat transfer, di-
mensionless local spectral scattered intensity, and the dimensionless
geometrical functions:
low
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Dimensionless Local Total Heat Transfer
0o	 1	 co
I
p ^4 = 1 -	 4 f I^,', r f ad 
* 
a(A; v I HX {11 = ^9 lQaY a,Q,Y )J	 ^EHa	 ^H°T a= o
	C=0 ^=0
1	 00
Y {n^ ^) d d t J	 ad9X P' .3Y) As,p^X ($12 ) Asp,X{622)
E=0 C=O
• H x (n = C ' 6Q 1 3Y S OQ 23.A) K 3y01,C,O d,^ dE
00
fr J_ ad X P 2 } As a ( ^11 H)1(^1,IP' ^ 2a' op ^ 2 )_	 ^	 ^Y	 P^	 Y
TI=4 C=0
• K 2Y (n,n,)
 
(5Z dry d 
	
(A-16)
A
For wavelength independent surface properties (gray surfaces), Eq. (A-16)
reduces to
4^E 1 fCJ r 	 ad(OPTY 	 Y) H(n = ^ OQ^ 9^Q sY ) KY (n * E^4) d4 dt
EH7	 H E=a 4=0
1	 00
t	 ad(6Y'.3Y) Asp ( 612 ) As.p { e 2.2 ) H(n =
	 Q03Y' 0Q,3Y } f f
C=o 4=a
1	 00
• K (n s C o
	
dt d^ t	 J cc (ep	 ) Pr (6' )3Y	 J	 d	 , 2Y ^ p 11
n-o Z=a
• HI(n * 6-P-l2-l^2Y ) K2y (n,n,Z) d^ an
	 (A-17)
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Dimensionless Local. Spectral Scattered Radiant Intensity
cc
H
P	 dg;k P	 f	 [Pbd s ( 'P,y Ply0ppop)
^=o 4=0
t P	 ( Opt 	- ^P' Y ; OP ,0P )	 m
bd,s,X	
, 'Y ,2Tr	
I 
H	
Q,,Y
0
, QSY
1	 00
• 1( (n	 d,4 d&
I +
	
Pbd	 X 
or',	 ap 20P)
Y	 ,, S,	 0 3Y	 3y
C=O ^=o
t P	 9P 4P	 (T = ^00bd q s q X P 93y 27r -9	 ^P, ) 3y 8'	 ) H] x	 Qj3Y20Q23y)
I	 Do
• K (n.E.4) d^ d,^ + f f [P	 P,	 ;ep9od3 Y	
T -^-o T=0 
bd s s gX P 9 2y	 $2y
+ P	 (a	 9	 Op)' HXT,67
	
^P-bd,,s.,X P,2y 21, - gip'. 	 I 'P	 . 1) 2y	 S2y
• K 2y	 d-Z dr—I
	
(A-18)
For gray surfaces, dimensionless local total radiant intensity
I+( T) 3 ap Sy
PSOP)	
s 
4	 -- is obtained by.deleting subscript A in (A-18).(FT /70
Dimensionless Geometrical Quantities
cos V'	 _	
^  .5 in I	 (A-19)
	PSY 	
-TI 
2 
+ C 
2 
+ 4 2 _ 2n4 cos YI
cos 0 Q,Y = , 
D sin X	 ( A-20)
fn 2 + t 2 +- ^ 
2 _ 
2,n ,E cos y
tan -
 sy "^ n cos ; Y - 9	
(A-21)
6r
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tan 0 	
c C - n	 (A-22)P,Y
2
Ky(n,t,c) =
	
	
n sin y	 (A-23)
(n2 
+ 2 + C2 - 2nC cos y)2
Cos sil =	 ^n + n) sin y	 (A-24)
n 2 + n2 + 72 - 2nn cos 2y
cos 6i2	 sin Y + n sin 2Y	 (A-25)
2 2 2n +	 +	 -2ntcos 3y
sin y + sin 2
cos 922	^.....	 -	 ...^	 (A-26)
T) 2 + ^2 + ^2 - 2nt cos 3y
The substitutions cited earlier for evaluating 9.P ,2Y, 
gP,3Y'P1,2Y'
'	 , H--	 9--	 , 9	 ,--	 ,	 , K	 and K . also apply t o
P , 3Y 	P ,3y P , 2Y Q, 3Y	 P , 2Y Q, 3Y	 2Y	 3y
Eqs. (A-19)-(A-26).
A.3 UNIFORM TEMPERATURE ADJOINT PLATES IN THE ABSENCE OF EXTERNAL
FIELDS (y = 9100)
For y = 90 0 , energy which emerges from either surface and undergoes
a spacular reflection on the adjoint plate exits from the system. In
view of this observation, dimensionless local heat transfer and dimen-
sionless local spectral scattered intensity for perpendicular plates
may, be written in the following form:
Dimensionless Local Total Heat Transfer
W	 1 W
g(n) = 1 ..	 Ib a	 ad a(ap } H Jl(n - 6	 ) K (n,&,^) dC dt dA,Y	 ' QY Q SY Y,
eHa	 H f ,0 E= 0 C=0 (A-27)
For gray surfaces, Eq. (A-27) reduces to
1	 Co
1- n2	 ad(^PsY ) H(j =	 Y'^Q, 9 0 Q,Y Y) K {n, , } dt d' (A-2$)HdT
	
H &=0 4=0
rI Fjl
D:in,ernsionless I,oc;al. S puctral Scattered IntensitN
r	 00
H^(n'$psp) = E d ^^($ P ) *	
,Pbd,s 7l($P I^p  ; OP :4p)
..	 >Y	 ^Y
t Pbd,s$.A($; lY ,2n - p'Yt$p90p)l
• H^(rl -
CIO Q31Y 31
 QIY} K
y(n,^,O dC dC	 (A-29)
i
For gray, surfaces, delete all a subscripts in Eq. (A--29). The re-
lations presented in Eqs. (A-19)-(A-2,6) are used to evaluate the geo-
metrical quantities.
A.4. SEMI-GRAY ADJOIN'T PLATES WITH SPECIFIED RADIANT FLUX (Y = ROO )
Fol l
-owing the arguments outlined in the previous sections of this
appendix, the governing equations for semi-gray surfaces with a specu-
tar plus scattered subdivision of BDR can also be recast into a more
useful form. Replacing the thermal intensity I +
t ( y 2 z $ O Q S^  ) with
tI t (x,6p,.1 ) and the solar intensity I so(y,z, $Q , 0Q ) with I-o(x,6p,4P),
Eqs. (3.7.5) and (3.7.6) transform to
L
I +	
= €d($p)a'T4(x)
t ( x
 , 9 P I^p)	 -	 +	 Pbd^s(gps,^$p^p)J j
Y=.O Z=-W
•	 ( x a $P^^p} Y( x ,y ,, z ) dz dy
+ psp(ep"ssp) It(x'$P,sp^'^ Os,p )	 (A - 30)
IDefine scattered thermal intensity by
E 
d 
(6 
p 
)Z r^4 (x)	 L	 oo
I.
+ 
	 --	 -	 . r	 f pDa ') S	 r F F
=-CO
9z) 
 dz dy	 (A-32)
0
.0
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I+ ( x , e	 P*	 0' .0 ; @P* gyp) S sin IFSO	 p p	 bd,s so	 2
L	 00
+ f f Pb'd,. ( 'P'90P'; 'P OOP ) Iso(x9@p1110p
Y=O Z=-W
	
• K (x,,y,z) dz dy + p* (OP, 	I- (X @ r 	 r
y	 Sp	 9SP SO	 P,sp P,sp
+,j (6"ySp (A-3.1)
where
W	 = a
p 9sp
	
p
^P, ssp 	 op +
of	 Or - y)/2
so
r•
1
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and scattered solar intensity by
I +
	(x,6 ,) = p*	 (0 1 ,O, ,o ) S sin Yso,s	 P P	 bd,s so	 P P	 2
L	 co
+ f ^ Rbd,s(,^^,^^p) Is.o (x
	
P)
Y=O Z-=—Co	 s
KY (X ,Y, z ) d-z dy	 (A--33)
Noting that I(x,6P,^P) consists entirely of scattered therma?
energy which emerges from either of the two surfaces and arrives at
	 5
P(x,4) directly and by all pos,s.ible specular reflection paths, Eq. (A-32)
can be written for y = 9 ,0'0 as
+	 Ed ( SP )C1Tl(x)	 L	 as
z t3s ( x ^ eP ^ P ) _	 -	 Tr+	 pbd,s {^P^Ys p'Y;6PIOP)
Y =O Z = —ao
• 
I(yaz soQs1('^Q,Y) KY(x,y,z) dz dy, 	 (A-3'4)t IS
The incident solar intensity I -
 (x,8',0') consists of scattered
so	 P P
solar energy emanating from each surface and arriving at P directly and
by all specular reflection paths, and, in addition, energy of the col-
limated source which undergoes only specular reflection. Therefore,
the scattered solar intensity can be written
•i
1.8'4
lso,s (x,9P, P ) = pbd,s {eso'0. 0 P', P } S sin 2
L	 00
t	 Abd 9
s (eP ,)Y'^p ,Y 9 6P OOP)
Y=O z= -00
t
zso^s(Y^z26Q,Y4 ^Y) K Y ( x,y,z) d'-z dy
+ pbd,s (01 Tr Op,op) pea ( 0 1 ) S sin 2 (A-35)SP so
The locally absorbed solar irradiation can be expresseid in germs
of the solar surface properties, the solar constant, and the scattered
solar,
 intensity as
ga^so(x} = a*(@' ) S sin 2 ta d 	 p( 01 	 ) p`^(6 1 ) S sin 2
L w
t f f ad (6P,'Y ) Iso,s(Y'Z
°6Q^Y'0QsY)
y_:o z= -00
KY (x,Y ,z) dz dy	 ( A-36)
Finally, local total heat transfer can be expressed in terms of
the thermal surface properties, local temperature, scattered thermal
intensity, and absorbed solar irradiation as
L	 00
q(x) = eHQT4
 W -	 (% 0 , ) 1t s (y,z,6	 ,^ )
^Y	 R SY R SY
Y=O Z= —co
11 KY(x,Y^z) dz dy. - ga,soW 	 (A-3'7)
rf
.s.
s
x3
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For rad iatively adiabatic surfaces it is convenient to rearrange
the above equations to yield an expression for local equilibrium tem-
perature. Equations (A-35) and (A-36) are unaffected. Setting q(x) = C
in Eq. (A-37) and eliminating temperature between Eqs. (A-37) and (A-34)
yields an integral equation for local scattered thermal intensity.
I +	 _ ^d(0p )ga so(x)	
b
	
t,.s ' P' F	 Tre.E^	 f f
Y=O z=-00
[pbd 2 s (Op? gy' OP qY;Bp sod,)
ad(OP ) ed(a )	 +
+	 ITC 
H	
It2s(Y^z^ QTY' QSY)
K
Y 
(x,Y ,z) dz dy, 	 (A-3,8)
Local equilibrium t emperature follows from Eq. (A-37).
L	 co
T4(x) = 1	 a (9' ) I+ (Y,z,e	 ) K (x,y,z) dz dy
'.^	 d P AY	 t : s	 Qsy Qly 	YcxeH y=a 
z = _Qo
ga.so(x)
+	 ^	 -^	 (o-3'9)
ale
Introducing the dimensionless variables
H* = IsO Z-	 Q4 = aT4	 H = It-L and	 _ ^asoS	 '	 S'	 t	 S	 S
and accounting for symmetry, the following dimensionless equations are
obtained:
•01
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Dimensionless Absorbed Solar Irrctdiation
	
(n) - aa(O I ) sin 2+ 	 ad(@ I ) p* ( a I ) si n.so
1	 00
+2^ aa (6P
 ) H (n = ^^	 )K( ^ ^ )did
,Y	 Q,Y Q ,Y Y
	
^=O 4-0	 (A-40)
Dimensionless Scattered Solar Intensity
H'* ( ns OP 90P) = pbd,s(eso'O;OP'OP) sin 2 + pbd,s($so'^'ep^Op}
,]	 00
•
P*
s 
0' ) sin 2 + r fJ
e=0 ^ 0
• 
pbd,s(eP,YtoPNY^^p9$p}
+ P*bd^s(6P,y-' - YPNY ;OP IOp)
• H*(n = '
$Q NY 34QsY) KY	 ^)(n,4, 	d^ d.^	 (A- 41)
eyed Thermal Intensity for Radiatively Adiabatic
^ {9 ) ^(n)	 1 00
d_ P
Ht(n'eP*OP	 r} - E . 	 + 	I pbdss(oP,P^Y;OP,0P)
	
H	
^=p 4=OL	
^
+ pbd,.s
(9p
,Y' 21T - OPoY36p90g)
d P a P
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WE	
Ht(t 
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'^Q ^Y'0Q,Y) KY (11,) d dH
(A-w2)
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Dimensionless E&uilibrium Temperature
X 4 (11) = 2 f	 a
E:	 f d
H F=0 ^=O
• K	 dC d^	 (A-43)
The relations presented earlier for K And the directional variables
in terms of the coordinates (Eqs. (A-19)-(A-2.6)] remain applicable.
1 0
i
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APPENDIX B
METHOD OF SOLUTION
Results presented in Chapters 5 and 6 were obtained by numerically
evaluating expressions derived in APPENDIX A. For uniform temperature
surfaces with 450 included angle, dimensionless scattered intensity was
evaluated from Eq. (A-1.8) and dimensionless local heat transfer from
Eq. (A-17). For 9 100 included angle, scattered intensity and local heat
transfer were obtained from Eqs. (A-29) and (A-28), respectively. Tem-
perature distributions for radiatively adiabatic, perpendicular surfaces
were obtained by evaluating Eqs. (A-41) and (A-40) for scattered solar
intensity and local absorbed solar irradiation, respectively. With this
information available, scattered thermal intensity was evaluated from
Eq. (A-42) and equilibrium temperature from Eq. (A-43).
The integral equations for scattered intensity [Eqs. (A-18), (A--29),
(A-41), and (A.-42)] were solved using a method of successive approxi-
mations. A numeriedl approach was used because the complexity of the
equation appears to preclude analytical methods. The numerical me-
thod employed for each of the integral equations was identical and,
therefore, is described only for Eq. (A-29). Values for n, 6p and 0p
were selected and the directional emittance evaluated. Next, the inte-
grand was evaluated at a number of specified points ( i ,^) in the re-
gion of integration. Since the intensity was initially unknown, the di-
rectional emittance for polar angle 6QSY was substituted as a first ap-
proximation for intensity. Using a quadrature formula to approximate
the double .,integral, the right hand side of Eq. (A-23) was evaluated re-
peatedly for appropriate values of n, 9p and 0.p until a corrected set of
i.nt.ensity values were obtained. The new value s of intensity were then
•r
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substituted into the right hand side of the equation and a second set of
corrected intensities evaluated. Th7_s process was repeated until all
values of intensity met a specif'_ed convergence
 requirement. With radi-
ant intensity available, local heat flux follows directly from Eq. (A - 28).
Attempts to accurately evaluate the .integral term of the governing
integral equations by straightforward application of standard quadra-
ture formulae were unsuccessful. Errors of unacceptable magnitude were
obtained for surface elements near the common edge. These errors appear
to arise because of the very strong dependence of the geometry kernel
on the position variables when the points (n,o) and (^,O are
both near the apex. To avoid these errors it was necessary to develop
	 i
a special quadrature formula. This formula is conveniently described
if it is noted that the integral term in the governing intensity equa-
tions is of the general form
1	 00
f(n,ep 90p ,C,0 H( n,t,4) K(n,C,C) d^ dE	 (B-l)
g=a t=0
Dimensionless scattered intensity and dimensionless geometry kernel are
denoted by H{n, , ) and K(rj,^,;), respectively. The symbol k(n,6p,^p,&,^)
'.	 represents a general radiation property function, and the form of R for
a particular equation may be obtained by inspection. The simplified
form of the arguments was chosen to emphasize that H and K depend only
on n, ^, and ^; whereas, the property .function Q may also depend on 
0  
and
0p . After numerous attempts to develop a satisfactory quadrature formula,
the following method was found to yield satisfactory results. The region
of integration was divided into four sections as shown in Fig. B-1, and
the integral written as the sum of four terms.
it
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1 00	 a b
fJ r	 {Yl^ p ^ p s ^ ) H{ 71^ ^ ) K (n,Ce^) dC dC = f f je H K dC dC
=0 ^=0	 ^=0 ^=0
1 ^
HKd4dC
E=a 4=h
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f 62 H K d; dt +
C=a 4=:0
f
a oo
+ 	 ^QHKdCd
C=0 4=b
(B-2)
Inte.grand arguments have been excluded for brevity. The terms on the
right hand side of Eq. (B-2) represent,in the order in which they appear,
the contribution of region one through four. Standard Gaussian quadra-
ture formulae [701 were applied to evaluate the integrals for regions
two through four. Five point formulae were used for the integrations
in region two. In regions three and four integrations over ^ and ^ were
accomplished with five and ten point formulae, respectively. An alternate
procedure was used for region one. This region was divided into twenty-
five finite surface elements (five rows an-1 five columns). The scattered
intensity leaving each of these elements was assumed uniform over the ex-
tent of each element, and the double integral was approximated by a double
summation
a b
	
r J ^ (n oep
 aop 	K(n,4,C) d4 dg
J
two i =0
5	 5
_ E EK(no 4p ici 2 H (n,ei s^ FFdM n) -W^. ,t )
i=l j=1
(B-3)
The symbol 
FFdA(n)-AA(ti*;.j) denotes the diffuse angle factor from a
differential surface element dA(n) at the point (n,0) to a finite surface
0
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element AA(4i ,^i) at the point (C i , 4j ). Tt is defined as
`	 FPdA(n)-^A( i , ,) - ^,J^^1	 K(n,^90 W& ,C)	 (B--4)
AA( Ei,ci)
The geometry weighted property function in Eq. (B--3) is defined by
the equation
ff (n,a04Dtt ,C) K(n,E,C) WA ,C)
02 00p .0p , i I ) = dA(n)-QA(^i,4^)
i
Y
Equation (B-4) was analytically evaluated to yield numerical values for
the required diffuse angle factors. Hence,, Eq . (B-3) represents an ap-
proximation to the integral over region one which circumvents the prob-
lem associated with numerically integrating the geometry kernel for
each iteration.
Even though concerted attempts were made to keep the number of
quadrature points to as small a value as possible, several complications
arose because of the large number of property values required to evalu-
ate radiant intensity. As an example, for 45 0
 included angle it was
necessary to provide the intensity program with approximately 2 X 10 
bidirectional reflectance values for each set of surface parameters.
F
To avoid recalculating these BDR values each iteration, they were per-
manently stored on magnetic tape. Special tape manipulating programs
were written to provide efficient access to the stored BDR values by
the intensity program. These tape handling programs were designed by
Professor L. D. Savage of the Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
The numerical procedure was verified by calculating local heat
I
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flux and equilibrium temperature distribution with selected property models
and comparing them with results available in the literature. For both
values of included angle considered in this study, local heat flux was	 +
calculated for materials with properties represented by the CSD model
for selected values of surface speculari.ty. Only for a low emittance,
diffusely reflecting material and 450 included angle at points near the
apex were the result-> distinguishable from published results. The maxi-
mum ^Ftnror ther was no more than 2 percent. A more critical test of the
numerical method was provided by comparing present results obtained us-
ing the DSD model for specularly reflecting surfaces with those reported
by Hering [491. Generally, the results were in excellent agreement.
The largest discrepancies occurred for the smaller included angle and
high emittance material at surface elements, ncar -11-e apex. The error,
however, was less than 3 percent. Equilibrium temperature results for
properties represented by the semi-gray. CSD property model were ccmpare.d
to those reported by Hering [2]. Again, excellent agreement was obtained
with the largest errors occurring near the apex. These errors were
limited in magnitude to about 1 percent. As a result of these numeri-
cal experiments it is estimated that the results presented are accurate
to within at least 3 percent.
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Figure B-1. Subdivision of region of integration
